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CliTRODUC.TlON 

In the intensive investigations of soil colloids; which have engaged 
the attention of· soil chemists in IeceD~, years, it has been customary 
to regard the .material separated froi" 'a given soil by dispersion in 
water as essentially homogeneous. It does not follow, however, 
that it has been considered a chemical unit. The .material extracted 

Nhas usually been considered as fairly representative of the total 
~ colloid, although a complete separation of the colloid is never obtained. 
- In the work by Bradfield (9Fthe material not separated from a 
C'--l suspension of Putnam silt loam subsoil after 30 days' standing was 
c-..l ,separated into three fractions by ,means of,a centrifuge, and two of 
<.!J these fractions were analyzed and the difference noted and commented 
:::> upon. In the work of Gile et a1. (15) attempts were made t-o frac
e::( tionate the colloid material of several soils by repeated dispersion 

and separation by the centrifuge. The absorptive capacities of 
these fractions of.the total "extractable" colloid were determined 
and though differences 'were noted, the conclusion reached was that 
"on the whole .the different fractions were si:milar in absorptive 
capacity to the first sample extracted." In the work reported by 
Robinson and Holmes (28) 'the chemical analyses of the slime frac
tions are given, and again, though ·differences were noted,the con
clusion was .reached that there is comparatively little vEJriation in 
the composition ·of the colloidal materialerlracted ftomthe .same 
soil. In the same bulletin Robinson 8Jld Holmes reported the result 
of their efforts to fractionate soil colloids by precipitation .and l>Y freez
ingand thawin~. The results were negative. Also, inthe bulletin by 
Gile et al., preVIOusly cited, the authors concluded (15, p. 38): 

1 Italic numbers in parentheses refer to Literature Cited. p. 42. 
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The aasorptive capacity of a small sample of extracted colloidal materi1!.l 
differs by about h) per cent from the adsorptive capacity of all the colloidalmate
rial which is El:r..1;ractable .by the methods employed. However, the colloidal 
material which can not be extracted has, in many soils.• a much lower adsorp
tive capacity than that which is el:tractable. 

Iwanow (18) separated tbe colloidal material from the sodium
saturated cbernozem soils and ,after redispersion ·filtered the suspen
sion through a Birkfe::.a filter. After evaporation, ignition, and 
leaching with water, he analyzed the l'esidueand .compru:ed the values 
so obtained with the analyses of the colloid retained by the filter. 
Th:'e results obtained sbowed strikj,ng differences in the colloid frac
tions, out the results are not very significant since the mat.erial 
passing the Birkfeld filter con.tains not only the very small colloid 
particles but also tbe ash of the organic material and soluble inorganic 
inaterial. The fine material estimated to be 0.1 micron in diameter 
constituted about 4 per cent of the extracted colloid. 

Denison (14) attempted the fractionation of the colloid from certain 
horizo:H ,of three soil types,a Durham sandy loam and a Cecil sandy 
clay loam from Georgia, and a Cecil clay loa.m from North Carolina. 
He confined his attention to portions of the C horizon, since previous 
work on A and B horizons had indicated the existence of no marked 
variations in the colloid fractions obtained by successive dispersions. 
His methGd of extraction is described by him as follows: (14, p. 476
477): 

The first frn.ction was made as follows: A 10 to 20 g 2 sample of soil material was 
moistened with water and the mass worked to a somewhat plastic consistency 
by rubbing the particles between the fingers. A smail quantity of water made 
alkalir.a with ammonia was then added and after settling for a few minutes the 
suspension was decanted into a 500 c c glass cylinder. The settled portion was 
rubbed between the iingers as before, and the process repeated until the cylinder 
was filled. The suspension was now allowed to settle until microscopic exami
nation showed that the suspension to a certain depth was practically free of 
particles more than 1 micron .in diameter. The colloidal solution was then dra:wn 
off to this depth and evaporated to dryness. The second fraction was prepared 
in a similar ruanner except that the silty material obtained by removal of the 
greater part of the colloid (explained under Methods) was employed instead of 
the soil material. In preparing this second fraction about 50 g of material 
were dispersed in 3 liters of water (alkalin~ to phenolpthalein) contained in a 
beaker and the colloidal solution drawn off when nearly all particles more than 
1 micron in diameter had t;ettled. The quantities of colloid obtained in all 
cases were very small, averaging not more than 0.5 g. 

The results obtained from sucb small fractions were somewhat 
inconclusive, but were so remarkable as to warrant.<:I, more extflnded 
investigation. The present investigation was begun for the purpose 
of extending the work of Denison, and large .samples of the soils from 
the same localities were obtained by one of the authors. In the 
interval before securing these samples a preliminary examination of 
the Davidson clay loam subsoil was made, and the results indicated 
the desirability.of an alteration of the method to be employed. As 
the data were accumulated it became apparent that tbel threw 
much light upon the question of colloid constitution and soil origin, 
and they have therefore been made the basis of a brief general dis
cussion oftbese topics. 

I g is the abbreviatioll for gram or grams. 
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PRELIMINA~~ STUDY 

A preliminary study was made on' theBl horizon of a sample of 
Da.vidson clay loam collected '9 miles north of Greensboro, N. C., 
by R. C. Jurney, of the division of soil survey. It is the same sample 
on which complete profile data are reported by Middleton (22). 
The silica-sesquioxide mtio of the colloid of the :81 horizon is 1.50. 
The colloid content by mechanical aIlialysis is 64.8 per cent. 

The fractionation of this soil was etrected as follows:,One kilogram 
of theair-dried soil was well shaken in 18 liter.s of N /200 sodium 
oxalate solution and poured through 8, 300-mesh sieve. The resulting 
suspension had a pH of 8.4. Aftet"~W homs the suspended portion 
was syphoned. off and filterod. The operation was repeated 15 'times 
with the filtrate as a dispersing ageIlt, until tho supernatant. liquid 
was clear after standing 20 hours. The suspended particles were 
1 micron or less in diameter. The :residual mateJ:ia.l W6.S then dis
persed in the sama manIler as l!tter described for the size fractionation 
(step 3) and all the colloid .obtained that could be ·centrifuged off 
after eight dispersions with N/20!) 'sodium oxalate. The residual 
material WH,a then dispersed and cen1&rifuged eight times with N/400 
sodium hyaroxide solution. 

The residual material was again dispersed, using N/200 sodium 
hydroxide solution as a dispersing agent. . This operation was repea.ted 
eight times. The total colloid obts.ined in the four fractions was 
441.4 g when dried Gn the steam bath. Examination of the ma
terial which failed to ps:ss the 300-m13sh sieve, as well as the silt and 
clay f:.actions of the lrepeatedly dispersed materi!ll, revealed the 
presence of much undispersed materi;al. 

A recapitulation of the method of extraction and the analyses ·of 
L'le four fractions of coU!oid are given in Table 1. 
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TABLE I.-Chemical compwitioii';oj 8Ucce8Si!l~ fractions of caUoids from Davidson 
, ,l<lay loam, Bl horizon . , 

;i! ~ ,. ~ f', ~ .:, ._ 

, ' 
, 

Molecular'ratIo 

~~~ 
frac ,Fraction 'oftiona' whole:sC'lltlOD 

otthe 

oOllold f'. 0 


Ci3 
--1----------1----",7'-,~-I-,----------------

Pa Per Per 
cent c..nt centSI. 87 1.57 ________________________

1______, Collo!d «111) separatea {~68,ft;rcent. 37.89 it~ SI.38 1.57 _____ _ 
bysubsldenoo(15tlmes) ~~~~~::: ~~:~ 14.76 'L'. 63 57 6. 80 2.03 0.298 27.531. 68 1.1. 47 ________________________ 

2_____ <11' separated by centri" {~u~S:t~~ ~~~g ~~ ~ 31. 63 1.47 ______ ______ 
fuging 8 times. ,,' Mean _______ 36. 34 l/i. 82 31.66 1. 47 6.09 1. 95 .320 33.029.52 1.60 ________________________&..______ Cot\thlued 'centrifuging {3.62percent_ 36. 80 14. 74 

l'ESldue from 2 ,8 times Duplicate_~.; 36. 75' 14. ~O 
 29. 54 1.60 ______ ______ 
«11'=upper ifii"lt ot Mean'_______ ,36. 77 14. 72 29. 53 1. 60 6 62 2. 11 .319 16.1 
81~e)'. 

,______ Continuedcentr1)'uglng {1.G6 per cent; 37.07' 12. 79 28. 60 1. 70 __________________
28. 71 1. 70 ___________residue from 318 ~lmeS Dupllcate___ 37.08 12. ¥ 

«11'= upper !mit of Mean_______ 37.08 12.66 28. 65 1.70 7.7412.19 .283 18.3 
size). 

steES \ 
!n,t e 

Orfrtv.:- Com-Fraction of g!lI1lctiona- .M~thod of extraction MgO CaO KsO N",O TiOs MnO 1',0$ bined ....holesoil, mattiOD water,to'of the 

colloid 


, --r---------------
Per Per Per Per Per Per Per, Per Per 
cent cent cent cent ttent cent cent cent cent1_,______ r68per ceIlL 0,62 0.16 0.54 0.00 0.67 0,05 0.07 0.90 12.17Colloid(<11') separated Dupllcate___ .OS .00.60 .00 .76 .07 .09 1.04 12.20by subsidence (15 Mean_______ 
.61 .12 .52 .00 .71 .06 .08 .97 12.182______ times). .47 .14 .41 .19 .SO .05 .n 1.36 12.30t7<11' separated by ceo- .00Boer centDup cate___ .47 .10 .43 .14 .82 .05 .12 1.17 12.48trifuging 8 times. Mean_______ .47 .12 .42 .16 .81 .05 .12 1.27 12.393______ Continued centrifuging t62per cent_ .96 .49 .65 .17 .70 .04 .24 4.14 10.00

DupUcate___residue from 2\Stlmes .98 .49 .64 .12 .70 .04 .24 3.94 10.66Mean _______
(:Clr,=upper Imlt of .97 .49 .65 .15 .70 .04 .. 24 4.04 10.58 

4..______ 812.e ~ 

Continued centrifuging t06 per cent_ .95 .12 .94 .00 .71 .09 .21 0.59 12.15 
residuefrom 3, 8 times Duplicate___ .90 .10 .78 .00 .71 .11 .17 5.53 12.15MMll_______
«II'=upper limit of .93 .n .86 .00 .71 .10 .19 5.56 12.15 
size) • 

.An examination of the data of Table 1 reveals the fact that no 
serious segregation of colloid fractions of varying composition was 
produced. . 

It will be observed that the first fraction obtained by subsidence is 
slightly richer in silica and poorer in iron oxide than is the fraction 
which represents the bulk of the extractable colloid. Its silica
sesquioxide ratio is therefore somewhat higher. 'The more difficultly 
extractable colloid fractions alsl? have a somewhat higher silica
sesquioxide ratio. The third .and fourth fractions are richer in total 
bases and have increasingly higher ignition losses than the second 
fractions. It might be inferred legitimately, therefore, that increasing 
amounts of partly hydrolyzed or wholly undecomposed minerals 
were being brought into these fractions. This is in agreement with 
the results obtained by Robinson and Holmes (28). Any far-reaching 

http:7.7412.19
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inferences arq however, not warranted and the general conclusion 
was reached that more satisfactory results ~ht be obtaine.1 by 
attempting tpe fractionation on the basis of SIZe distribution, the 
results of which effort form the body of this bulletin. The size separa
tion of the colloidal material was ms,de not only on the colloidal 
material, as ordinarily separated from soils, but was also carried out, 
as. later described, on the colloid material ordinarily descrihed as 
"unextracted" colloid (15, p. 19). 

DESCRIPTIO!': OF SAMPLES 

Th~ soils investigated in tills study were selected in the first instance 
to o'btain colloids that were presumably mixtures of materials and 
that might therefore be expected to furnish fractions of diverse COffi

po;;ition. They are also soils· of which the laboratory possesses com
plete profile samples upon which Clonsiderable work had already been 
done. As the work developed it seemed desirable to include two 
samples of less weathered soils which, on the basis of information at 
hand, were not to be expected to show widely different fractions. 
The samples chosen and their descr.:ptions are tabulated in'rable 2. 

TABL2. 2.--Description and location of soil samples 

Labo- Hor!ratory Soil type Depth Description Parent material LocationzonNo. 

I1Iche! 
4575 Amarillo silty clay 10-20 2 Rich-brown color with High plains de- Nash, Tex. 

loam. faint tint of red. posits. .Loess___________191 Marshall silt 10Blll___ 0-14 1 Dark-brown color, mod- , Maynard,
eratcly compact but Nebr. 
friable and easily crum
bled, ~astic, and 
sticky w en wet. 

4447 Becket slit loam _____ 13-24 lh YellowiSh-brown. ·grad- Glacial till from Washington,
Ing to pale yellowish- crystalline cal- Mass. 
brown color; frisble. careousrocks.Granite________~6263 Durham sandy loam. 90-102 0·, Very light gray Slightly Stone Moun· 
decomposed rock. tsin, Ga. 

«40 Davidson clay loam_ 0-36 B\ Reddish heavy brittle Diorite__________ Greensboro, 
clay. N.O. 

Gneiss~6278 Cecil clay __________ 36-72 B, Red stilIbrittle clay_____ _________ Rutherfordton, 
N.C. 

6274 Cecil saudy clay 180-196 04 Grayish-bro,wn disinte· Stone Moun·:Mlca schlst.____ 
loam. grated rock. tain, De 

Kalb Coun· 
ty. Ga.Gneiss__________

6281 Cecil clay loam ______ 112+ C. Gray soft disintegrated Rutherfordton, 
rock. N.O. 

The mechanical and chemical analyses ·of the samples are given in 
Tables 3 and 4, respectively. 



------
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TXBL2l 3.-Mephanical composition of Boil samples 

Sam· Fine Coarse, Medium Fine sandHoci.pie Soil type Depth gravel sand snndO.~ O.25-G.I 
No. zon 2-1mm 1-0.5= 0.25= mm 

. Inch., Per cent P-.r C~71l Ptr cent Pcr cent 
#75 Amarillo siltY clay loam_••••_••••• .1()"20 2 0.0 0.1 0.2 1.9 

1111 l\fars»aIl silt 16am.••..•.•••_••••c••. ()"14 1 .0. .1 .1 .2 
4447 Beckp.t silt loam•••_._•..•.• __._•.•.. 13-24 ll, 3.1 5.5 6.9 ; 21.2 
6263 Durham sandy loam•.•••..••••••••.• 1lO-102 C. Ii. 7 16.1 10.3 15.4Davidson clay loam_____________ • __4440 9-36 B, .1 .7 .9 5.4(l.."78 CecU clay loam••______~_____. ____~__ ' 36-72 B, 1.5 114.9 14. 6 26. 8
6274 Cecil stmdr. clay loam__~_~_________ 1S()..196 C, 6.1 17.2 14.0 32. 8 
6281 Cecil clay Dam,,____-------------.-.1 112+ C. 9.8 28.0 15. 4 19.8 

I . 1, 

I 
" VeryfiBe Inorganic Loss onSam· ClayHori- SUtO.OSpIe Soil type Depth sandO.i- 0.005= <0.005 colloi~ treatment zonNo. 0.05 rum !DIll 11;::1- withH.OI 

Inch", Per ernt Per cent Perum Per cent Per cent 
4575 Amarillo siltY elay!ollIIl-._ 1()"20 , '2 8.3 41.0 47.4 42.8. 1.1 

~turshaJI silt loam ________191 'CH4 1 2.0 62.2 31.2 27. S 4.3 
({47 13-24 18.4 30.2 9.0 5.5 5.6Becket silt laam____ c _____ B, 
0263 Durham sandy loam~____ 9()..102 C, 9.2 9.5 29.7 28. 4 .0
4440 D"vidsoll clay loam_______ 9-36 ll, 8.9 22.3 60.4 54.0 1.3
6278 Cecil cl:w loam __________• 36-72 ll, 15.4 18. 5 8.3 6.3 .0 
62741 Cecllsruidy clay loam.____ .lS()..196 C. 17.7 9.1 0.0 1.7 .0 
6281 Oedl c1sy 10BIll. __._:••._. 112+ C. 8.7 10.3 8.0 6.2 .0 

TABLE 4.-Chemical compollition of Boil samples 

'".. 0 
Sam· ;o .. ~ 

pIe Soil type' = ::g~ t
No. :9 0 -'" 0 0Po Q N 0 

--
& ~ 

S 
0 ~ ~ .. 0 

A ;:l iD r.. :;: ~ r..'" ~ 0'" t:< 

Per Per Per Per Per Ptr 
Inch .. Ctnt cent cent crnl ctnt cent 

(575 .JJnarillo siltY clay 108IIl_••___• 1()"20 2 70.48 4.40 13.83 7.14 1.35 0.97 2.56 
191 Marshall silt loam••• _ ..._._. G-14 1 72.06 3.66 H.IS 9.78 .66 .90 2.60 

4447 llecket silt 101IDl.___..___•••••. 13-24 B, 72.67 3.58 10.32 lL94 .41 .62 3. 45 
6263 Durham sandy lonm._.._..__• 9()..102 C. 70.51 1.02 17.46 6. 61 .18 .24 6.22 
4440 Dnvidson clay loam••_._._.••_. 9-36 III 52. 70 Ill. 62 22.87 3.01 .40 .51 .45 
627S Cecil clay loam••••_....._._._.. 180-196 C. 61.51 7.82 19.25 4. 311 1.84 .22 3. III 
6274 Cecil sandy ClnY loam••_. __. __• 9-36 D, 49.24 9.65 26.14 2. 58 1.49 .22 2.4,l 
6281 Cecil clay loam••••••_....___._ 112+ C. 54.18 7.40 23.90 3.19 L64 .57 2.'11 

Sam- II .1 I~. 
pie Soil type Depth ofl·Na.O TiD. MnO p,O, tlon N SO. pH 
No. "~n loss 

------ , ----------
Per Per Per Per Per Ptr Per 

Inche. cent ' cent cent cent cent cent cent 
'4575 Amarillo silt}-clay loam.c_.... <1G-20 .2 1.01 0.71 0.09 0.09 4. 97 0.08 0.07 7.8 

191 O-U 1 1.02 .67 .05 .21 6.94 .23 .12 --.-Man,hall silt 10am__•___._.._ 
_ 4447 Becket silt loam...._•••••_._... 13-24 B, .67 .-70 .02 .08 7.27 .09 .14 4.1 

6263 Durham sandy IG:lIIl•••_••_..... 9()..102 C. .52 .OS .02 .32 3.85 5.1 
4«0 Davidson clay loam_...________ 9-36 B, .00 1.39 .07 .12 10.55 ":02' '-:12- 5.1 

6278 ------ --- .. -
Cecil clay loam•• _._••_____._... 180-196 C. .21 1.04 .17 .12 5.27 .05 

6274 Cecil sandI; clay10am ____. ___•• 9-36 B, .05 L 79 .12 .29 9.40 ------ .07 ---- ...
Cecil clay oam_________•_____._6281 112+ O. .24 1.26 .11 ••9 8.65 ------ .07 ----

http:11;::1-withH.OI
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METaoD OF. EXTRA,CTION GF. ~HE C;OLLOID F~AC'l'j:ONS 

The colloid was' separated frpm the soils 'and fractionated by the 
use of two Sharples snpercentriiuges (6). The larger of these had a 
maximum safe operating speed of 17,000 revolutions per minute and 
a bowl diameter of 4 inches, therefore developmg at this speed 17,000 
g.ravity. The smaller centrifuge had a, ffiaximum operating speed of 
'40,000 revolutions per minute, a bowl diameter of 2 inches, and de
veloped 40,000 gravity. 

One-half to 2 kg of soil were dispersed with 10 to 15 liters of water 
in a stJrring apparatus described by Holmes and Ed~gton. (17), to 
which was added just sufficient ammonium hydronde to render the 
suspension faintly alkaline. The liquid was allowed to stand sufli
cientlylong for thesands to settle and this supernatant liquid decanted 
through a 300-mesh sieve. This operation was repeated until a total 
of about 20 gallons of suspension was obtained. I 

The suspension of fine silt, clay, and colloid was then run through 
the larger centrifuge operating at 17,000 revolutions per minute and 
t?e .liquid poured through at a rate of 1 liter per 35 seconds. The 
liqUId was filtered through Pasteur-Chamberland filters. The ma
terial left in the centrifuge bowl was,t~en redispersed by rubbing 
between the hands and by agitation in the stirring apparatus. Th!
water used for this operation was obtamed by filtration of the pre~ 
viously separated colloid. This opera.tion of centrifugi:ilg and re
dispersing was continued from 5 to 10 time,a ,until the liquid from the 
centrifuge showed almost no colloid content; i. e.., the liquid' showed 
but faint op~escence. .' 

The colloid so collected on the illters contained no significant num,;. 
bel' of particles of a diameter gres,ter than 0.3 micron, as shoWn by 
examination with an ultra microscope. The residue of colloid coarser 
than 0.3 micron was separated from the fine silt and clay by exactly 
the same treatment except that the rate of flow through the centrifuge 
was increased to 1. liter per 17 seconds. This part of the colloid was 
separated by filtration. Examination of this fr~c.tion with the ultra 
mlCroscope revealed the presence of no significar . .'J number of particles 
larger than 1 micron and surprisingly few of less than 0.3 micron. 

The noncolloidal residue Wf,\S then separated into two fractions by 
redispersion and certrifuging at a~iite of flow of 1 liter per 4 seconds, 
with a centrifuge rate of 7,000 revolutions pe:l.' minute. This opera
tion had to be repeated several times. in order to effect complete sepa
ration into fractions 1 to 5 microns and 5 to 50 microns, respectively. 
The clay fraction was collected by filtratil~:U; the fine silt remained 
in the bowl of the centrifuge. . 

In order to separate the fraction of colloid of a 0.3 micron and 
smaller sizes into two fractions, the small supercentrifuge was em
ployed. This colloidal material was again dispersed and. run through 
the centrifuge a~ a rate of 40,000 revolutions per minute and a rate of 
flow of 1 liter per two minutes. The centrifugate contained from 25 
to 60 per cent of the colloid so treated, alid by the ultra microscope 
the particles so obtained were exceedingly minute. This fraction is 
estimated to contain no significant number. of particles greater than 
0.1 micron. 



. 
The sartle wate~ was used throughout the series of separations and 

at the end had a pH value ranging from 8.3 to 8.7. . 
The method of. separation and its results are recapitulated in 

Table 5.' . 

TABLE 5.-Fraction sizes of particles at vari0u8step8 in the proce8S of extracting 
• . the colloid8 

Rate of 
Step Ce~l!uge . Gravity flow per Particle site 

liter 

Ruolullon. 
per mlnut. &cond8 

L____________________________________________ 40,000 40, 000 120 <0. J" (colloid).
2______________________________ .. _____________ . 17,000 17,000 37 <0.3" (cnlIold). 
3_____ •_____---_____________________________ 17,000 17,000 16 0.3" to 1.0" (colloid). 

~::=:==:::::::===:=:::===::===:==:===::=:===:= ______ ~:~_______:~_________=_ }~ ~~ ~~,,«~m~: 

It is to be emphasized that; in order to obtaill the size separation 
shown in Table 5, each operation was repeated from 5 to 10 times, 
until the centrifugates obtainen showed that no further separation 
would be effective in materially increasing the quantities of the suc
cessively smaller fractions. Considerable differences in the rapidity 
with which the operations were completed were noted in the different 
soils. The quantities of colloid so obtained were always smaller than 
those indicated by either the pipette method of mechanical analysis 
(25) or the water vapor absorption method (26), except in the case of 
the 0 3 horizon of the Oecil clay loam, where the amount extracted is 
essentially the same as the percentage indicated' by mechanical 
analyses. It is recognized that both methods are approximations 
and that the pipette method includes particles of the sizes 1 to 2 
microns. Nevertheless, the differences between the amounts ob
tained and those indicated by the mechanical analysis (Table 3) were 
sufficiently wide to encourage attempts at further extraction. It has 
been sho,\\,11 by Olmstead, Alexander, and Middleton (25) that in
creased dispersion may be effected by using sodimn hydroxide at 
pH values well above 7. Three of the samples under investigation 
were therefore selected, and the combined silt and clay fractions were 
redispersed, using pH values of 10.5 to 11.0. The quantities of col
loid «I}.') extracted by the two methods are given in Table 6. 
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TABLE 6.-Quantitie8 oj colloid extracted from the !oil aample8 by using'two f'lethoda 

Colloid, Colloid, 
percentage percentage

of whole of whole Ssm soil, ex- soil, expIe Soil tYJ!8 Depth tracted'by tracted byNo. water e.nd NaOHfrom 
ammonia. silt and clay
pH 7-8.7 fraction 

InchuAmarillo sUty clay loam ____________________________________ _4575 10--20 31.7 1.1Marshall silt loam __________________________________________ _ 21_ 3 ___________ _191 0--14Becket sut loam_____________________________________________
4447 13-24 3.1 1_2Durhsm sandy loam _______________________________________ _ 23.4 ____________
6263 90--102Davidson clay loam _________________________________________
4440 9-36 3'-4 .8Cecil clay 10tUIl..__________________________________________. __ '- 9 ____________
6278 36-72Cecl! sandy clay loam _____________________. ________________ _ 1.6 ____________
6274 180-100Cecil clay l?sm______________________________________________ 8.1 ____________
6281 112+ 

Mter extraction with sodium hydroxide the silt and clay fractions 
were examined by W. H. Fry and found to contain very small q.uanti
ties of residual colloids. It will be observed by comparison WIth the 
data in Table 3 that there is a considerable margin between the total 
colloid extracted and the sum of the colloid and organic matter by 
mechanical analysis. A part of the discrepancy is accounted for by 
the fact that the concretionary colloid remaining with the sands on 
the 300-mesh screen is not included in the samples examined. A part 
is to be itscribed to the fact that the colloid by mechanical analysis 
includes the particles up to 2 microns. It is also to be kept in mind 
that unavoidable losses occur in extraction operations. On the whol'f), 
the fractions of the total colloid included in the analyses represent an 
unusually large part of the total colloids present in the soils. 

METHODS AND RESULTS OF THE EXAMINATION OF THE FRACTIONS 

The soil fractions, obtained as described, of the eight soil horizons 
from seven different soils were examined by subjecting them to fusion 
analysis, using the methods described by Robinson (27). The water 
vapor absorption over 3.3 per cent sulphuric acid, over 30 per cent 
sulphuric acid, and the heat of wetting were determined as described 
in previous pUblications of tbis bureau (1,21,28). The data obtained 
are given in Tables 7 to 16. Each determination was'made in dupli
cate and the individual determinations and their mean values are 
recorded. 

The sequence of the tables is not that in 'which the data were ob
tained, but the tables are arranged in the order given for convenience 
of discussion and because of relationships brought out in the general 
discussion. 

119967°-32--2 
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TABLE 7.-Chemicalcompo8ition of fractions of Iloilcolloids, clay, and siZtfrom:o. 
80uthern chernozem, Amarillo8iltyc;Zay loo.m, horizon S, 10-20 inche8 depth 

Molecular ratio 

Fraction of' 

whole soil Size 

(per Cent)
.. 

o"1°" ;;:;:<l 
-,-----1------1---.-----------------,-

Per urn Per ctnl Per unl 
<O.II' •• ________••••• 50.95 8.50 22. 95 3.04 _______••__• ___• ___• ___• "''''__ 

IIl.l_••__••_•• _. DUPlica.te._. _______• 50.86 8. 61 22. 87 3.03 ......__ ..__ .... __..__....__.,__ 
{, 	 Mean.....__ •______• 50.91 8.56 22. 91 3. 04 15. 8 3. 76 O. 238 6. 65 
0.11I-{).3p.___________• 49.60 8.65 22. ?:7 3.03 ..______ ....____ ......____•____• 

6.2____________• Dupllcate_.__• ___._. 49.65 8. 70 22.23 3.03 _"...._. __....__ ...._....._____ _ 
• {Mean_____ ._________ 49.63 8,67 22. 25 3. 03 15. 4 3. 77 • 248 6. 533.22 ____________....._______ ....____0.31"'1J1-. __._._______ 51.OS 7.41 22.13 3. 22 •___________.._________• ______..6.4__________.__ Dupllcate______..... 51.00 7.52 22. OS

{• Mean.__......__• __ • 51.03 7.46 22,09, 3.22 18.2 3.95. .214.,' 6.704. 80 ____.... ________ ..________...__ •11I.SIl-:____......____ 57.98 6.16 16.54 .. 81 ___..__ • , ______...___________~.4.7..__.~.-.---- DuPlicate.._.____.-,. 58.10 6.1~ 16.tJ{Mean•._______..____ 58.04 6.14 16.52 .(81 25.1 5.94, .237 8.7010. 22 ..__, ___ ...____• ___'__________• .:_Sit.SOIl-.-.----.--.--. 76.00 2. 62 10.93 
12.7_________._. Duplicate___________ 75.98 2. 61 10.85 10.2G _______• __..___ • _______, __ • __." 
. {Mean __________..__ • 75.99 2. 62 10.89' 10.24 76.8 11.83 • .155 5.72 

Fraction 
of whole Size MgO CaO 'KsO NaoO Tio) MnO F,Oa Qrganlc ~t~':d

• soil (per matter water' 
cent) 

---·I------I~---------·------·-- -'--' 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~h~~~ 

<O.IIL._._______ 2.90 1.72 ~22 o.a 0•. 46 0.10 0.09 L67 8.42 
19.1...____ Duplicate_______ 2. 82 1.66 2.17 .18 .46 .10 .09 1.57 8.43

{Mean__________ 2.86 1.69 2.20 .16 .46 .10' .W '1.62 8.45 
. {0.1I1-{)~311 ________ 2. 69 1.30 2. 98 .28 1.00 .12 .18 3.70 7.16 
6.2________ Duplicate____.__ 2. 69 1.30 2. 93 .24 L 00 .12 .17' 3.81 7.08 

Mean__________• 2.69 1.30 2. 98 .26 1.00 • 12 • 18 11.76 7. 12 
0.31"'11l-________• 2.65 1.36 2.92 .34. .89. .16 .17 4.?:7 G.97 

6.4.___."__ Duplicate_______ ' 2.66 lA2 2.92 .28 .89 .16 .16 4.17 7;13
{ Mean.._________ 2. 66 1.39 2. 92 .31 .89 .16 .17 4.22 7.05 

III.51l-________._ 1.69 1. 16 3. ?:7, .82 L 25 ~ 20 .26 6.05 '4. 68 

4.7________ {fl:~=~~::::::: tllll n~ ~~ ::~ 1:~:~ :~ 3:g~ g~ 
511-501l-__________ 1.25 .46 2. 85 1. 80 1. 01 •05 .11 2. 94 • 46 

12.1~..___ Duplicate_______ 1.22 .40 2. S4 1.73 LOO •OS .10 2.79 .61
{lIIeau ______• ___• 1.24 .43 2.85 L7T 1.00 .05 .10 2.87 .54 

, The data presented in Table 7 show' the chemical composition of 
the fractions of the ·second layer of' Amarillo silty clay loam. The 
ma~rialused is a: part of the same profile sample reported on by 
Anderson and Byers (3). It is a representatiye of the southern 
chernozems, and the . whole profile isl.;;haracterized by marked uni
formity of the colloid, in particular .of the first three horizons, in 
which the·silica-sesquioxide ratio is, 3.10, '3.09, and 3.13, respectively.; 
The colloid (!ontent « 0.002 rom), as shown by mechanical analysis, 
is 23.9 per cent in the upper layer aria 42.8 per cent in the. stratum 
examined. In the first three fractions represented in Table 7, 31.7 
per cent was extracted. The largest fraction, 19.1 per cent, consists of 
the particles of smallest size, i. e., smaller than 0.1 micron. 

The chemical analyses of the fractions reveals a very striking 
similarity: hetween O.l-micron and 0.3-micron fractions. The, ·silica-. 
sesquioXlde ratios are identical. The chief difference is in the organic 
matter. The mean value of the organic matter is 4.02 per cent, and 
the smaller value in the finest fraction indicates a low degree of decom
position of the or~anic matter, a fact quite in harmony with the low 
rainfall of the reglOn in which this soil occurs. There is a moderate 

http:0.11I-{).3p
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difference iuthe. combined water oftlie finer collbidirtfctiollS,. which 

isc1early significant of a highffi'degreehof hydration ()f·the finest 

particles. Indeed there are no :marked· differences in the. three frac

tions of colloid, except th~t in the fraction 0.3 to 1 micron the slightly 

~~re~ed sili:ca:.sesquioxide ..ratio, the' silicit-ith.lmIDti rati()~ 8.?d tl}e

silica-:ll'on oXld.e ratIO all POInt .to . the. preseJ;lceof quartz .partIcles In 

colloidal form, especially when considered in the light of the,enormous 

increase in these ratios in the clay and silt fractions. That quartz is 

present in the clay fraction is established by petrographic triicroscopic 

inSpection by W~ H. Fry. ", 


In this colloid there is some. indication of increase in the iron-oxide .., 
cop-tent of the finer fractions of the colloid, as indicated by the silica " 

iron oxide ratio, though t.he altera.tion is not large. The change of ratio 
of iron oxide to the alumina also indicates a slight tendency of the 
ir()n oxide to drift to the finer particles. . 

All t1l:e~e ratios, together with the constancy of the mo!ecular ~atio 

of the Sllica to the sum of the bases present In the COllOId fractIOns,: 

may be taken to indicate in. this colloid the presence of .an acid complex 

of constant composition. This c()nclusion is in harm()ny with the 

data on the colloids qf the whole profile presented by Byers and 

Anderson (10). . . 


The material used ~or t~.e data. pre!?ented. in Table. S'is f~om th~ " 

surface layer of the soil profile of Marshall silt loam, on which data 

are reported by Robinson and Holmes (S8) and also by Byers and 

Anderson (10). It is a northern prairie soil developed under much 

the same conditions as the Amarillo soil but with a sufficiently high 

r,ainfall to prevent the accumUlation of a layer of calcium carbonate. 

It is to be noted that this is a surface soil material, whereas the 

Amarillo. isn lower stratum. With this in mind the similarity of 

the two colloids is striking. . Although the Amarillo soil has a lower 

total silica content than the Marshall, the colloid of the. Amarillo is 

fib'out 5. per cent hi~her. This fact, coupled ,Vith the small but:definite. 

incl'easeof the silica-sesquioxide ratio with increasing particle size, 

may be taken to indicate that the process of removalof silica from the 

finer fractions has. been operative as the prpcess of. weathering has 

developed. However, leaching has n.ot been extensive, thou:gh it is 

sufficient to prevent calcium carbonate accumulation. . 


In bptp, the Junarillo andMarsh~Jl.soils, the silica-base ratio 3 does 

not. alter sh.aryl,. until th~. clay-size particles, .1 to 5 ¥Jicr0n.s,· ar.e 

reached, and It ~s of essentmlly thesaIIle .order of :q:tagmt4de ..: This 

war .be taken to indicate the same tyPe of acid, cotilple~ in .both sQilS. 

This~onclusion is also in hannony WIth thegerie~itl similarity Qft4e 

silica-iron oxide and silica-alumina. ra,tio!3... , Themean,ing of the de

. 9rease,of the silica-base ratioin the O.3-micr9nJractionof the co~oid 
IS·notclear.. .. ." ..,. '." .. 

In the Marshall soil, there is a smaller quantit,. of or game matter 
in the smaller fractions of the colloid and an mereased combined 
water content. These facts again point, as in the .Amarillo soil,) to 
greater hydration of the finer fractions of inorganic colloid and to tt 
less degree of decomposition of the organic material. ' . . 

In the; Marshall colloid fractions there is a small but definite 
decrease in the relative inn-oxide content of the c'oarser pa.rticles, 

" > • , 

• It is to. be observed that the slllca·base mtlo Is not quIte valId In detailed corlsldemtion except In Tables 7 

and 8, since the other colloids were extmcted. using a small quantity OJ ammonia, thus rnmovlng a.portion 

oloxchangeable boses. 
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which becomes marked when the clay size is reached. This is, as; in 
the ease of the Amarlllo"soil; ,to be expected as indicating a more' 
extensiv-e hydrolytic decomposition of ,the finer particles. 

. ~; \ : . . .: ' :' 
l'ABLlll 8.-Ch~icar co~p.o8jti~~oJ fracti0Tt~ PJ soil coiZoids, clay, and Bitt from a; 
, i northern pra~"e,so~l, MarshaU'Mlt loam, 0,:-14 inches depth .' 

Molecular ratio 

Flactlonot Suewhole soli 

Per'tent . . ,,' Per·.cent Per cent Ptr cent 2. 73 __ ' __" _________ ..______________
<0.1" __ .~•••_._•••__ 45.1.0 11.07 22. 20 

10.0____________ Duplicate_._________ 45.05 9.07 '22. 10 2. 74 ___oooo _____oo ....-_Coo. oo..___ _ 

{Mean________"______ ,45.08 9.07 22; 15 7.74 13.2 3.4.4 (J.261 . 6. 76 
10.1"~.3"------------ 4.4.30 8.7620.704.5_____________ iDuplicate___________ '; H.30 8.91 20.69 i ~ :::::::: :::::i::: :::::::: :::::::: 
(Mean_______________ .44. 30 8.83 20.70, 2.85 13.4 3.62 .270 6.23a 00 _oo _______• _____ ..__ ~________.._ 

> {0.3".1,,--~~-----.--.. 4.4. 40 8. 54 19.62 
6.8.••••__ ••_••_ Dupllcate_~._.____ •• 4.4. 50 ,8.07 19.62· 3 • .00 ___..... _oo ____...oo __.. _____~._ 

Mean..._.......____ 4.4. 45 8.56. 19.62 3.00 13.8 3.83 .278 6.614. 24 ___.._•• oo______ ....._,," __•__..~_1".5JL ......--------- 51. 20 7.00 III. 99
IUI.________.... Duplica.te..________• tIl.20 6. 89 16. 01 4. 25 ..________•_____ •________,-----

Mean....__...__.... 51.20 6. 94 16. 00 4. 25 19. 6 5.42 .283 8. 5812. 50 •__ •_______________________ l ___ _
5"·50,,.;.___...__.... 79.00 ,. 2. 00 9.4.4 12. 45 __________ oo __oo ________ oooo....27.2..__....____ Duplicate...._____.. .79.20 • 1.97 9.05 
Mean ...__ ...____..__ 79.10 1.99 9.49 12. 47 104. 5 '14. 11 .135 7.191 

Ftactlon Organic C.om
of whole Size Mgo CaO LO Na.O TIO. MnO P,O, matter bIDed 

soli water, 
---I---:-.,.....,-""I·~- -----.---------------
h~ '·~~~~~~h~~~~_~_~~~~

<O.I".._C......l 2. 28 1.76 1. 89 (); 16 0. 46 0. 29 0.22 7.69 8. 84 
10.0....___ Dupllcate.__.._ . 2. 29 " 1.72 • 1. 96 • 11 .4.4 .28 .21 7.58 9. 12{Mean ______...._ 2. 29 " 1.7.' 1. 92 .14 .45 .29 .22 7.64 8.98 

0.1"~.3"..___... 2. H 1.9'Z 2. 61 .18 .73 .35 : 3110. 34 7.35 
4.1i........ Duplicat~___.... 2.21 1.98 2.50 .18 .75 .35 .30 10.25 7.40 

Mean__..:...... 2.18 l 1•.96 2.05 .18 .74 .35 .31 10;29 7.38 
0.31'·1,,__________ 2.17 ,1.49 2. 57 .17 .80 .33 .34 11.76 7.49 

6.8. _____ .. Duplicate_______ 2.26 '1.58 ' 2.52 .16 .78 .33 .33 11.77 7.-28 
Mean.__________ 2. 22. 1.53 2. 55 .17 .79 .33 .34 11.76 7.39 
1"-51'-___________ 1.74 1. 18 2.87 '.33 .99 .23 .43 12.10 5. 41 

5.3..______ Dupllcate~__ • ___ · 1.68 L 14 .2. 94 .35 .96 .20 .4.4 12. 01 11..54 
Mean._-----_..- 1.71 1. 16 2. 00 .34 .9S .22 .44 12. 06 5. 48 
5"-50,,..__.._____ • 55 •n .2. 51 L 61 .74 .03 .14 '2. 03 1~ 15 

27.2_______ Dupllc..te._~____ .55 ; 70 2. 46 1.,47, .73 .03 .10 1.85 1.40 
Mean _____ ..____ .05 .72 2. 49 1. 49' .74 .03 .12 1.94 1.27 

The data of Titble 10. show the composition of the B2 horizon of 
Becket silt loam. The sample' examined is a part df the profile sample 
re:port~d on by ~!iers()n:and.Byel'S (3).~he Bl horizon is a ver;r 
thin . :Qighlyferru~ous layer~. The ~2 honzon w!lS choseu for thIS 
study as representing a morenearly'normitl B hOrIzon of thepQw;'ol 
tYJ>e and because an ab'undance pi~hesample was available. ,. 

There are a number of striking contrasts between results optained . 
with the podzol B2 and the subsurface soil colloid of the AIharilio 
soil (Table 7)li.nd the sUrlac~ soil, colloid. of the Marshall soil.' (Table 
8.) The silica content is less than half that of the soils mentioned 
a.nq ~ phe ~est 'fril.Ction (0.1 micron) is a1?proxima~ely one·third~ 
This IS m part due to the enormous content of orgamc matter,but 
eve~ on the inorganic basis the relativ~ quantities of the three cited 
constituents taken as'100 are as sh.)Wll m Table 9 for the O.l-mircron 
fraction. . , - . 

The. variation among. these three soils is obviously much more 
marked in the iron oxide content and is apparent for the almuina.. 

http:8.7620.70
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Tlie~de differeIices:in the character of the·colloicl are;' ofCOurOlS, 
, ~S? indidated l?~the sili.~a:~se~qui(jxia~ 'ra'tio, the; ;silica.:.iton oXide 
ratio, and, the silica.:.alummli:l'atlO/L ,;. . :. .' : . , . . " 

T~l!j:.E.9.-:The ~elative. 8ili~~, all£~i~a" .~~~'!i~on~~d~ contefl~. oj. tM, 0,111 frat>, 
. ',' hon of the Be?/cet, .Amaril~o, and Marshall colloidl!. ' 

Components 

60.23 
:,·12.:12 

27.611 
.'" ' 

TABLE :lO.c-Chemical composition o'ffr:actio1i8.~f Ilbil rcolloids; clay; and silt !rom· a 
podzol, Becket silt loam, ~ ho'i!l?ni ~0:-:~0.i7lchet; .clepth . i 0; ", 

MoloouIar roUo 

FracUon of ' 

whole 'soU Size 

(per cent) 


peT cent Per cerll Per unt 
<O.ln--------------- 15.78 13.67 lS.,j)5 0.97 ________________________ ------- 

0.6_____________ 	 DUp cate___________ 15. 78 13.57 18. 96. .97 _______________________________ _ 
Mean_______________ 15.78- 13.62 18.96 .97 a.08 L 41 0.458 S.600.1jrl).3,,_________ .. __ 22. 23'· gg 20.99 1.32 ___________________________"____11~ 

0.8_____________ 	 Duplicate___________ 22. 27 11.89 21.00 1.32 __________,,___________ ___ ... ____~ 

Mean_______________ 22.25 11.89 ... 21,00 L32 4.96 1.79 .361 *,04O.3jl-l,,__ .___________ 26. 89' 11.39 20; 51 • 1.64 ________________________ ~._______ 
1.7_~---------- Duplicate.__________ 27.00 ; iL 39 20.62'Mean_ ______________ 26.94 11.39 20. M t:~' ---6~26- --"['2F ---~852-1---T75L 73 ___________-':___________________

IJr5"---------------- 2S:6lJ' . lL 55 20.42 1:'13 __________:._~~~_________________
1.9_____________ 	 Duplicate___________ 28."50, 11',M' 20.!6 .'Mean_ ______________ 28. 50 11.60 20:« L 73 6. 52 . '2. 36 •3625..«a,65 ________ __:_.f:__ ___________ .;~___5Jr50,,_______________ 50.38 7.18" 18.77
7:L___________~ Duplicate~__________ 50.22 7.21 18.92' 

, 1Mean_______________ 50.30 7.20 18.135 ;: ~ --it55l":i-52~ ~--~24ii- ----7~74 

Fraction 
of whole 	 Size MgO CaO LO Na.'O TiO, MnO P,O.' Organic ~~~d
soU (per 	 matter wllter 

cent) 
----1------1,-------.----------,---- 

~~~~~~~~&~~~~~~~~~ 
.1<0.11'___________ L 12 1.46 1.26 0.31 0.73 0.01 0.55 33.45 12. 56 o.e,________ DUPlicate,_______ 1.15 1.44 1,.27 .31, .71 .07 .M, 33.80 12.70 

Mean___________ 1.14 1.45' 1.27 .31 .72 .07 •M 33.,37 12. 63 
0.1"-0.3,,__.______ 1.26 1.33 1.93 .37 '" 86 .11 .49 29.21' U.59 

0.8________ .Duplicate_______ 1.29 L27 L88 .36 .84 .11 .47 29.28 9.43 
. ' Mean___________ 1.28 1.30 Lil1 .37 .• 85 .11 .48 :l!l.25 9.51 

0.3,,-I)'__ ._______ 1.23 .78 2.61 .49 .93 .08 .27 25. 55 9.13 
1.7________ Duplicate_______ 1.23 .74 2.47 .«. .D,3 .08 .p 25.38 9.42

{Mean ... _________ 1.23 •• 76 2. 49 .47 .93 .08 • 'J/T 25.-i6 9.28
R.l'-S"------------ . 1.38 2.1l6 .42 .114 .27 9.45.89 	 .U7 23.00·

1.Il________ 1:Duplicate_______ 1.38 .85 2. 711 :42 I .92 .07 .28· 23.36' . 9.04 
IMeaD___________ Las .87 2.86 .42 .93.07 .28 23.18 .9.26 

. {S"-50,,.._________ 1.31 .63 4. 22 1.23 L 10 .07 .04 9,68 5. 52 
7.L_______ Duplicate______~ 1.32 .58 4.32, 1.14. 1.10 .07 .04 1l.57 5.,56 

Mean___________ L 32 .60 4. 27 1.19 LID .07 .04 9.63 5.·54 . ': . 

l. 'rhere'is in the Becket soil a much m~re pronounced segreg~tion of 
iron oxide in the direction of the smaller particle sizes and this segre
gation is evidenced also in the distJibution of the alumina. , 

The sharp differentiation which: occurs in the' Amarillo' and the 
Mo.rshall soils between the largest colloid particles and clay does not 
appear in the Becket soil until the, silt size IS reached; and. eyen here 
the cQntrast is not so great., The·relation,between the total base con
tent and the silica in the Becket is of considerable interest. The ratio 
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ia;anuiller,:thanib..,themQt~n.~ly'aatur~~dlConoids.a,nd;~ltei$,i~p~~ly
,wi~h,iD,Cl1lasiIig:partjcl~~e. ~ TAUI ,~oJ:ldi~QJ;l is prOhahly;~aue.., to.~e 
enormousorga.n:iq,contentand doeE! :li9tfudica~ ,e'V:en;a(}19~e,/i.PPJ:,pA~
tosattiration Of the,coUoidacid leomp!ex. The pHvalue\i!lr thlssoll 
is 4.1and"the basesaturatioll is but 16;8-per,cent (3).. T-heorga.nio.: 
matter content is 'greatestintne 'finest'-particles,w'hich is in '90ntrast , 
with the .Ali:larll.lo ~ ;and "Marshall c colloids. Since the Becket profile 
has ,a,riitich'gieater organic content in the B norizon ;thR1l in the 
blei~herde (10), )tha inference 'l!laybe, drawn_~atnotonIy js"the '.or:' 
-game ma~terofthe'Becke.t ;soilfdecompos~d ,to anadvan,ced. .d~gi:ee; 
'but :that-It has been carneddoWhthroughtheproffiem mtimate 
association,perhapschem'icalcompinatioil, with ,the iron ,of the 
colloid. Thatitexists,.in ,the RhorizOli.in ,chenllcal' combination,doef.: 
not follow. (See Genera.!,'DiscusBion.) , " 

TABLE 11.-0hemiCal ,comp08ition oj fractions oj ,collOida, ,clay. and: 8ilt jrom .a ' 
lateritic 'Boil, DatJidson .~ay ;lolJ~, B1,hOrlzon, 9-86 inche. depth . 

;,' 

.Molecular .ratlo 

o.'Fraction of 	 J;:Slzewhole soU ". g~, 
o , ~" ~. CD ~ 0l~ 'ol~ 21~ 
iii , 'f=.o =< , =<.iii ~ 'iii. ~~ =< 

----~---,.---,.._I-...,..,..-----,-------,- ----_._. 
PeT etnl ',. , Per.cent PeT emt PeTCtnt L .46 __c.__________ ______________ _ <0.1,,___________~ 36. OS . 15.« . ,32. 02 

1.,46 ___••____~_____: 
~ 

___________.!.::14. 0. __.--,___ Duplicate~----.:---~ :36. OS' •,15..60 ,0 :81.:87{MIl!Ul___________~__36. O~ 15. 62 31..96 I, 46 6. 21 1.'91 O. 30S 19. 711.47. ____________.:- _____"________• 

{<o;a,..:.:...---------":.~ 36. IS 16. 05 ::31.,,49.c 1.·47 ______________•• _. __ ._.____•__.!~9~-------. DuW1Cl\te--,~----_:.~ .86.20 '15..90 :31.,43'Mean _____._______ 36.-17 16. 98 ,31.46. 1.47 6. 00 1; 94 ..:3~422.'~ 
~_• '{0.311c"11'- __________._ '36. 65 14..72, 30 .. 73 1; 55 _______• ______ • _______ •____.:; 

,7,5_. _____• __• Duplicata.__________ 36.;15 14. 69 30:86 
Mean___•_________• 36. 70 14. 71 30. 80 t~ --~6.-iii· --~20i" ---7aiii" --~2i"i8 

1:77 _.___••• _.---. ______________: {1p-2,.c..____________39;,76 12. 26· 80:30 1..77 •________• ____._ .:_____"_________a 4_"_________ DU.plicate.__________ :39.80 12..30 30.22
Mean_____•______.__ 39.78 12. 28 30.26 1..77 8. 60 c2.22 .'259' 29.:86.2.& _._________________.:..___ .-.----- 

{2~---_-.-..------- 49. 38 .8. 61 27. '53 2. 63 ________________________________6.0______••____ DupllCBte________~__ 49.30" 8.63' ''.ll.47 

Mean••------------.49. 34 8.62 27. 50 2.63 15..373. '.ll • '198 .23. 86
4.,41 _______________________________
Ii,.-'liO_-••-----;:-___ 63.4() 6..62 19:77 . 4. 42 _______________________________(h,ii. ____.,_.__ ~ Duplicate_---.~----- .63. 35 :6. 61 19.,73

{ Mean_________•____• 63.,37 6..6219.75 4. 42 .25. 80 6.43 .210 42. 22 

,:1·,
Fraction 00m''0' 1 
.ofwhole' ,Size MgO 	 MnO l' 0 rgan C bined 

. • ,J' II!l!~ter, watersoU • 

---'-----'1-----1--'--' ~--.--,:-'--' -.----------._.,'--,-
Ptretnl PeretnlPtr~Per~Ptr~PeretnlPtretnlPer~Ptr~Peretnl,

<0.1"_ : ______~_ 0.60 co. liD :0.34:' '0,'23 0.56 0.13 0.19 :2.:06 12,04 
.1':0 ____ ." Duplicate----'-- .. 115 •lIZ .. 3li .26'.68 , .. 13 .17', .2:06 ' 1V94{Mean___________ .1i5 .61 ,.86. ,.24 .67 ,,13 ,,18, 2. 06 ,11.,99 
, . {<0.3".________ - • iiI •69 •34 ________ .81 .07 .IS L 45 12.,24 
26...9-----.~ Dup.licate------- .50 ' .62 .•.32 ______~_ " 83 .'08 .:14, ;1.49 12.:32

Mean__________ .51 • liD ' .. 33 _______• • 82 .08 .14 ,L 47 12.28 

O,SI'"'lI'-__: ._____ .52 ,.61 .• 56 _____.__ 1. Ml .07 .19 1.30 .l2.,92 


.7.5_______• DUPlicate-.____.--. .49 .69 .56 _____.__~ 1.40 .07 ,.18, ,L'29 .l2. 93 

1 	 {Mean______.__ .51 .,60,.' ,.56 _______• 1.43 .,07 .. 19, 1•. 30.. ,.l2.,93 


H,,~2,._____~:_~_ .. 69 .38 ';'00 _.___~__ 1.76 •.08 .28 1. mIL80 

3. 4.___:..___ ~Dn.Pllcate..----.:..: ••..65 ~ 81 .•.'86 ____...._. .),.74 .• ,09 .29. ,1.'« :l.l,ad 

.. [Mean __________ .67 ,.lI6' ,.88 __•_____ .L71i .OG •. 29 .1.47 :n.83 
2,,-5,,~=_________ .73 .'18'L:05 '.• '15:: ·L81 .04 .16, 1.40' :11••86 

6.0.______ DniillC3te__~.--- ,.. 80. ,,18. ,,:1..01 '.13 1.81.04 .16 1.51 ,11..81{Mesn__________ .77 ' •.18 1.03 .14 1. 81 .04 .16 1.46 '0',83
liI'-50"___"__'-___• .60 .. 16 .73 ;OS" 1.51 ' •.08, .02 •.78~11l9 

12. 6____..,... DuplIca~e------ ',5S .. 12.' ;;',70 ,.13, L ,51 .08 .02 .:~6, ,.7.'01{Mean__________ .69 • 14 •.72 ' .11 ,1. iiI .·08 .02 .. 77 .7.00 

http:Dup.licate-------.50
http:Duplicate_---.~-----.63
http:RhorizOli.in
http:Thatitexists,.in
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Tn. Table Hare .shownthe analytical .data for the iractions of the 
131 horh.:on of Davidson clay loam. This sample is apart of the same 
profile reported by Middleton (22). The soil is a mature red soil from 
-the piefunont area and is highly lateritic, as indicated by the silica
:sesquioxide·ratio. The iron .oxide.content .of the soil is high. In the 
A horizon itis6.1.per .cent i inthe.B1 horizon, 10.62 percent; in the B2 
horizon, 14.87 per cent; and in the C horizon, 13.37 1>er cent (22). 
While this marked alteration of the iron. oxide content within the 
profile is occurring, the .change in the alumina content of the Bl and B2 
horizons alters but 0.18 per cent. These facts indicate clearly -a diS
tinct t~'aJisfer of iron oxide from the surface soil to the lower part of 
the profile, although to less marked extent than in the Becket and 
Superior podzols examined by Anderson and Byers (3). A much lEas 
distinctly marked alterati.on of alumina content occurs in the .soils. 

In accord with this behavior of the soils a distinct concentration of 
iron oxide is found in the .finer part of the colloid, as indicated by the 
silica-iron oxide ratios of 6.61 and 6;00 for the 0.3 to I-micron and 
below 0.3-micron fractions. (It is to be noted that in Table 10 the 
0.3-micron fraction includes the material below 0.1 micron.) This 
alteration of the iron-nxide content is less marked than in the Becket 
colloid. The fact that a corresponding concentration of alumina in 
the finer fraction does not occur is shown by the .iron oxide-alumina 
ratios 0.324 and 0.304. When these facts are considered in the light 
of the corresponding data of Table 9 and those given foT. the B2 horizon 
of Cecil clay loam (Table 12) and for the profile of the 'same soil 
reported by Denison (14), it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that 
iron oxide IS carried from the upper to lower levels in a -very fine state 
of subdivision, or possibly in true solution, with organic acids of the 
humus type. That alumina is not so transferred, or at least is not 
deposited, is also clear. The close approach of the silica-alumina 
ratio to 2.0 in the colloid fractions indicates the presence in the colloid 
of but little free alumina and that the "laterization" of the colloid 
is confined largely, if not wholly, to the iron compounds of the soil 
material. 

The extremely hi~h silica-base ratios are of marked interest because 
they indicate the high degree of leaching which has taken place. It 
would appear, however, that the silica-alumina ratio should indicate 
a fair base-exchange capacity. The base-exchange capacity of this 
profile has been shown by Anderson and Byers (3) to be 0.183, 0.126, 
and 0.158 milliequivalentsfor the A, B j , .and B2 horizons, respectively. 
This is in marked contrast with a true ferruginous laterite, Nipe clay, 
which has nearly zero base-exchange capacity (10). 

In this colloid a distinct accumulation of organic matter is found in 
the finer fractions, but this accumulation is relatively and in quantity 
not quite so great as in the podzol (Table 9) and is not associated 
with so large an alteration of the content of combined water. No 
very definite conclusions r.re to be based on data so quantitativel,. 
uncertain as are the organic and combined water values (5), but It 
seems probable that these differences are to be associated with the 
mean annual temperatures under which these BOils have been 
developed. 

http:alterati.on
http:inthe.B1
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Table 12 'contains ,th:~ dataon"the chemical,'composition ,of tlie'size 
fractions of ,the colloid .;of aBa horizon of a ,Cecil clay loam.from 
NorthOa1"Qlina. It is derivedfrom.the same profila:;ut;not,the same, 
sampleJ:eported'by Denison .(t4).. It is :a more highly laterized soil 
than the Davidson, and the soil :rqaterialisdisintegratedtoa much 
gre"ater dept,h,'.Th~,pr?file:8:t;uil~ses of, the. colloi~sho,w closesin}i

'~ 	

l$city'to the extenSivemves'tIgutlOn,of Cecil colloIds as reported ,by
Holmes, an9. Edgington (11).. ..,.' 

TABLE 12.-ChemiwZ composition (If fractiom 0/ soil colloids; Clay,and Bilt, from IZ 
, ' .lateritic soil, Cec# clay.loam, B2 lwnzon.. 96-7~inche8 depth 

Moleonlar mtio 

Fraction of 

'wholesoll 

(per cent) 
 .. _ 9t .. .. _ .. <SoC-~~ 	 ~ '9. 9. I7J 9. c5l~ 1519.' 9.1jca iii

&: :;: • iiil&! iii :;; &: < ~ 
-----I------.At------------1--------

Per conI Per ,cent Ptr ctn1 1.37', ._._.___________________________ 
<O"l~-------------33. 83 16. 50 112.17 1.35 _._____________________________1••___________, DupUcate_______" 33.72 15,52 32.25{Mean______________ ,33; 78 15.,111 32.:21 ~36 II. 78 1. 77 O. 30721. 91 

:{0.1p-tl.3P - _________ __ 34.04 '13. 02 34.26 
2.6____________~ 	 Dupll~te----------- 34. 25 13.01 34.,04 t~ :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::: 

" ,Mean_______________ 34.15 13.02 34.15 36 6. 96 1. 67 .243 .28. 561.1. M _____________________________O.3p-lu..____________ 35.,80 11.0082.29 1. M ___________c__________________1.0___________ 	 DupUcate_________ 35. 78 11.00 82. 24 , Mllall___________ 11.0035. '111 32. 27 1. M, 8. 77 ~'S7 .2~7 21.23Ip-5,..,_______________ 37.20 10.55 33. 71 ,1. 58 ________________________________ 
1. 56 _______ 	 _______ ___"_______ ___~ ~ ~j1.4___________ 	 DU,pllcate____,__ • ___~ 37,,21 10.159 33:,61

Mean..___________ 37..21 10.61 33.611' ,1. 57 O. 35 1. 87 • 200 ,17•.23L81 ____________________; ___________5p-50II-. ____________ 41.50 8.00 33.73' 
1.,'111 _____________________~_" ________ 

{ 
9.5__________c 	 Duplicate__________ ~40, 8.20 33.93 

Mean_____________ 41.45 8.10 ,33. 83 'I. 80 13, 58 2. 07 .153 16. 11 

Fraction' Comof whole 	 Size MgO CaO LO TiO. MnO P,o, OrganIC blued
soil (per matter water'cent)

-'---!-----I--------------------------
, Per cont,Per cent'Per cent Ptr cont Per cenl Per cent Por cent Per cent Ptr cent 

:{<0.1P-._________ 0.,43 0.41 I 0.36 0.24 0.. 94 0.24 0.29 ;3.33 12. 71 
1••________, Dupllcate_______ .40. _41 .37,.23 .92, .23',31 a.52 12.¥,," 

{
Mean..__ ._______ .42 ••1 .36 .24 .93 .23 .30 ,3.43 U ", 
0.lP~.3P:.------- .33 .31 .27 .13 ,1. 12 .21 .30 3.65 12.2/

2:5________ Duplicate_______ ,35, .35 .26 .15 1.14 .21 .313.58 12. ,:.
Mean___"_______ .04 .33 .27 .14 1.13 .21 .31 '3.62 12.75 
O.3p-1II----_____ .51 .42 .44 .20 1. 4.6 .24 .50 4. 89 11. 99 

1.0__ ~____ DupUcate.______ .51 .41 .42 .20 1.48 .24 .524.91 12.05 
Mean__________ .51 .42 .43 .20 1.47 .24 .lIl, 4. 90" 12. 02 
Ip-511-___________ .81 .46 .68 .00 .M .20 .65 2.59 12.20j1.4._______ Dupllcate_.-.-.-, .76 .43 ',72 .01,: .78 ,.18 .70; 2.71 12.10 
Mean_________ •'111 .45 .70 .01 .81 .19 .68 2. 65 12.16 
5P-5OII-.________ .'111 •M 1.17 .29 1.25 .13 .62 1.16 11.80 

9.5.______ Dupllcate.______ .75, .04 L 19 .21! 1.25 .13 .62 1. 03 11. 97{Mean.._________~ .77 .M LIS .29 1.25 .13 ,.62, 1.10 11.88 

Here the evidence of podzolization as shown by increase ,of the 
silica-iron oxide ratio, silica-alumina ratio, and by the ,change of the fer
ric oxide-alumina ratio in colloid fractions is also found, as was also 
shown byByers and Anderson (10) for the .A and B ,horizons of the fro
files;of Cecil soils in general. In accordance with these properties 0 the 
colloid of the Cecil profile distinct alteration of colloidal properties 
with colloidal size are found. (Table 11.) .As with the Davidson 
.colloid, the silica-alumina. ratio is fairly close to 2.0 a.nd increases 

http:0.lP~.3P:.-------.33
http:11.0082.29
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gradually toward the coarser particles. The schist from which the 
soil is formed contains but little quartz, and hence there is not the 
sudden increase of the various silica ratios as the clay and silt sizes 
are reached. The analyses of both silt and clay:(ractions indicate 
unquestionably the presence of increasing quantities of undecomposed, 
or only partly decomposed, schistose material. In this colloid no 
marked alteration of the organic content or of the combined. water 
occurs, and in this respect it resembles the behavior of the colloids of 
the Amarillo and Mars4all soils. It is probable that this fact is due in 
part to the eJ.-tremely deep and porous character of the profile, which 
allows the finely divided material to penetrate to greater depths before 
deposition. 

The very high silica-base molecular ratios show the soil to be 
extremely highly leached, despite the relatively high organic content 
which Illlght be expected to aid the retention of the bases. 

In Table 13 are presented data from the 0 3 horizon of a lateIitic soil, 
Durham'sandy loam, from near Stone Mountain, Ga. It is the decom
position material from granite, and the decay has proceeded suffi
ciently far for rather complete disintegration of the rock. The profile 
is the same as that on which data are reported by Denison (14),but 
the sample is not identical. The soil is derived from a rock low in 
iron, and the colloid is therefore low in iron oxide, though there is a 
much la!f.er smolmt in the colloid than in the whole soil. Th6 value 
of the silica-alumina ratio indicates a mature soil, as does also the 
extremely extensive removal of the bases. On the other hand, the 
rapid increase in the potassium content of the coarser particles indi
cates the presence of much undecomposed micaceous or feldspathic 
material. The presence of these is confirmed by petrographic exami
nation. The presence of such relatively large amounts of organic 
material at so great a depth and its failure to be present in increased 
quantity in the finer fractions indicates the transfer of considerable 
material from the upper soil strata and that it probably acts as a 
cementing material to limit the ease of dispersion. In the analytical 
data the fraction below 0.3 micron includes the finer fraction below 
0.1 micron. The relatively high combined water also indicates the 
presence of hydrated oxides or colloidal mica. It is \\ith these facts 
in mind that the authors ha.zard the opinion that this material consists 
in part of raw colloid of high silica~sesquioxide ratio, fonned in place 
and in part of completely lateriied material carried down from the 
upper strata. This. assumption is in harmony with the data presented 
by Denison (14) on a different sample of the same soil, though the 
silica-sesquioxide ratio for the corresponding horizon in that sample 
is much less than in the present one, and the organic and combined 
water content are correspondingly greater. 

119967°-32--3 
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TABLE 	la.-Chemical compoBitiono/ fractions of .801.1. colloids, claYland BiU. from 
a lateritic soil, Durham sandy loam, Ca horizon, 90-102 inches depth 

I; 

Molecular ratio 


Fractlono( 
whole soil Size. ~ 
(pet cent) d~ 	 -~_+ ,0.0 

.d d .~ al d dId dId aid iii <a 
'iii 	 £ -< - w~ w~ f:a ~ 

-----1-------1-,---------------------
Per ""nt Per etm Ptr cent

<O.lp___ ~.______.•__ 41.38 3.57 37.90 L 75 ___________ • ___• ________________ 
10.1.._________ Duplicate___________ 41.M3. 67 38.00 1.75 ____••0_ • __• ___ ••___• ________:: 

{Mean___________ ._o 41.44 3.62 37.95 1.75 30.32 1.85 0.060 30.8L 70 _. _________ • _________ • __________<0.3,,_______________ 41.57 3.56 39.15 L 69 _.___• ____ • _________ • _________ _ 20.5••__________ Duplicate.------ .___ 41, 53 3. M 39.38
{Mean____ •_____.____ 41.55 3.65 30.27 1.70' 31.06 1.79 .057 27.01.64 _____•_____ • _________________0.3"-l,,....____ ••• ___ 40.13 3.15 a9.38 L 64 _______________________________ • 
{

:l.g__________.__ DUplicate••• ________ {(I.13 3.20 39.48 
Mean____...._...... 40.13 3.11 39.43 L64 33.59 1.74 .051 20.01.69 ___• ____________• _________ • lIr-SIl-".__",_,,,-__ 39.39 3.46 37.39 

2.9..___________ DupJJeste... ______ .. 30. a7 3.39 37.44 
. {Mean.______________ 39.38 3.43. 37.42 ~:.~ -'3ii~iiii-I---L7&- .--~05&- ----i~s2. 3l! _______ • _____________________Wr-50"•• ___________.. 48.711 2.28 33.22 

6.6..__•___.____ DupJJcate.._________ 48.80 2. 36 33.17 
{Mean_ ....______.._ 48.77 2. 32 33.20 i: i-'5i'5iir-2~45-,---~045- ---ii"2 

Fraction 
of whole 	 Orsanic ComSIze MgO OaO KsO Na.OsoU (per TiO. MnO 1',0. matter ~:~~ 

cent) 

----1------1·---1-----------------------
~~~~~~~~~_h_h~~~h_ 

<0.1"_____._.... O. MO. 44 0.50 0.29 0.31 0.03 0•.13 L 39 13.50 
10.7__..___ DupJJcate..____ .65 

Mean____________ 55 
.45 
.'1.5 

.62 

.51 
.24 
.27 

.29 

.30 
.03 
.• 03 

.12 

.13 
1.38 
L39 

13.63 
13.52 

<0.3"..____..___ 
20.5 ______ Dupllcate.______

Mean.__________J 

{ 

o.3p-lp__________1 
19_______ Dupllcate_______ , 

Mean__________.1 

.41 

.37 

.39 

.43 

.43 

.43 

.23 

.25 

.24 
.33 
.31 
.32 

.66 

.66 

.66 

.97 

.97 

.97 

.30 

.3:l 

.31 

.36 
AD 
.38 

.39 

.39 
•.39 
.43 
•.f3 
.43 

.03 

.02 

.03 

.06 

.06 

.06 

.03 

.03 

.03 

.10 

.10 

.10 

.1l8 

.91 

.94 
L 93 
1.81 
1•.90 

13.48 
13.47 
13.48 
13.68 
13.68 
.13.63 

lsr-lij.____________' .65 .45 L 42 .45 .41 .04 .24 3.30 13.08 

{
2:,1l __ ..__~ Duplicate. ------1 

Mean__________, 
.68 
.6i 

.45 
.45 

1.39 
1.40 

.48 

.47 
.41 
.41 

.05 

.05 
.22 
.23 

3.37 
3.34 

12. 77 
12093 

{ 

6ir50"_..________ 
a.5________ Dupllcatl..._____! 

Mean___________, 

.53 

.50 
• 52 

.46 

.45 

.46 

2.37 
2.45 
2. 41 

.48 
• til 
.47 . 

.36 

.36 

.36 

.05 
.05 
.05 

.20L63 
_21 1.66 
.21 1.55 

10.51 
10.ag 
10.46 

j 

The soilfraetions represented by the data in Table 14 are derived 
from the O. horizon of a Oecil sandy clay loam from De Kalb County, 
Ga. It is from the same location as the profile reported by: Denison 
(14) but is a different sample. The profile is that of a highly developed 
laterite in which the weathering of the micaceous scliist has pene
trated to considerable depth. The soil material, making up the vari
ous layers of the C horizon, consists of numerous wavy bands of 
material of different colors. The material represented in Table 14 
coasi-;ts of several such bands. The analyses of the colloidal unctions 
indicate a very high degree of weathering, even at a. depth of more 
than 112 inches. The total colloid, as estimated by mechanical 
analysis, (2 microns and less) is but 1.7 per cent (Table 3), and of 
this quantity 88 per cent (1.5 per cent of the soil) is represented in i,he 
analytical data and approximately two-thirds of it in the fractions 
below 0.3 micron. Although the colloid of this profile contains a 
considerable quantity of iron oxide, its concentration is greatest in 
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the very fine fraction .. That this conten~ of iron oxide is greater in: 
the fraction betWeen 0.3 arid! micro[iis perhaps due to the difficulty 
in dispersing the incipient "iron!' con('retions observable in larger 
sizes in soils of the general character of the Cecil series. Attention is 
also calleq to the fact that although ~l:te silica-sesquioxide ratio indi'"' 
cates a highly laterized colloid, the silica-alumina xatio, closely ap
proaches that of kaolin. If the considerations presented later are 
accepted as well grQunded, this may be taken to indicatethatprac
tically all the iron content of the soil is present as the sesquioxide 
and that most of the' aluminium is present as alumino silicate. The 
high'organic-matter content. of this deep-lying material is to be 
taken as evidence that the source of at le&st a large part of the colloid 
is irom the overlying stra·ta. The extr~~me 'poverty of the colloid 
of the finer fractions in bases is in accord IWith this: assumption. 

. ~. ~ 
TABLE 14.-:C!hemfcal co.mpontion offractioT18 oji ~oil coUoith, cl~y, and Bilt. from 

alatenhe sOll, Ceed sandy clay loam,C, honzon, 180-196 mches depth 

:Molecular ratio 

Fraction of 

wbolesoU Slzo 

(per cent) 


515 ~Ir~ 
w~ "' r..<----1------1----------------

Per ctnt Per ctnt Per Ctnt L 46 ________________________________<0.1J,_____________, 3.1.88 . 14.15 30. M 
1.46 ________________________________0.3___________ Duplicate___________ 33.84 14. 16. 30. 33

{, Mean______________ 33.86 14.16 30.33 L 46 6. 35 L 89 0. 297 27. 111.67 ____________________________0.lp-O.3,,____________ 38. 669. 21 33.55 1.67 _____________________________.8_________ Duplicate__________ _ 38. 00 9.18 33.42
{Meru: .______________ a8.63 D.20 33.48 1.67 11.14 1.95 .175 20.30L 54 ________________________________0.31""1J,______________ 35.06 13.92 29.75 L 53 ______________________________.4...__________ 
{
Duplicate___________ 35.04 13.M 29. is 

Mean_______________ 35.05 13.93 29.74 

II'"'SI'-_______________ 34. 64 18.44 29.30
.8__________ 

{
Dupllcate__________ 34. 50 IS.25 29.49 

Mean_______________ 34. 57 18. 35 29.40 

51'"'501'--_____________ 41.91 lL 15 30.02 


4.\'1___________ Duplicate___________ 41.91 lL.lD 29.97 ~I ~~i;:~~: ~~~~ ~~~ 
{Mean______________ 4L 91 lL 17 30. 00 L 91 \I. 97 I 2. '36 .237 9.98 

Fraction! 
Comolwbole Size MgO CaOK,O Na,O TiO. MuO P.O.' ~We~c blnedsoil (per water,cent) 

---'1-----11----"---------_·_-----
Per·cent Per ctnt Per cent Per cenl'Per unt Per <tnt Per cent Ptr <tnt Per <t1ll 

<0.1,,___________ 0.6.; 0. 43 0. 66 0.14 0. 80 0. 54 Q.20 6.56 11.68 
0.3________ Dupllcate_____._ .65 _39 .53 .13 .80 • ffl .22 6.71 lL ZS{Mean________-'-_ .65 .41 .55 • H .80 .55 .21 6.79 11,,2 

0.1p-O.3,,___ .___ .55 .39 .79 .05 .64 .32 .30 3.86 1L 9t 
.8________ Duplicate__ .____ .fil .39 .78 .08 .M .32 .28 3.81 12.04 

{Mean______ . ____ .56 .39 .79 .06 .64 .32 .29 3.84 11.99 
O.31""1,,_________ 1.05 .51 .42 .21 .99 .66 .39 5.09 1L 91 

.4. _______ 	 Duplicate_.____ 1. (l3 .45 .44 .28 1.01 .66 • ~O 5.15 1L 80 
Mean___________ 1.04 .4S .43 .25 'l. 00 .56 .40 5. 12 lL 85 
11""51'____________ 1. 40 .34 L 26 .20 L 22 .62 .44 3.08 lL 77j.8_______ 	 DupIicate______ 1.32 .36 L 30 .13 1.24 .112 .42 2. 90 11.95 
Mean___________ 1.36 .35 L28 .17 L23 .62 .43 2.99 11.86 
Sl'"'50/L-_________ 1.60 .38 1.91 .31 L 05 .42 .18 'L 65 10.05 

4.0_______ Dupllcate______ 1.55 .33 1.76 .21 L 07 .40 .17 L 68 10. (l3{Mean___________ 1.-58 .38 1.83 .26 L06 .41 .18 L66 10.04 
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~LE 'l:5.-0hemica"l,'xomposition oj fT~ctions of collOids,8ilt,and clay, fro.fTlCecil 
clay loam, 03 'lIorjion, 112+ inches depth , 

MOlecular mtlo ,I' 

Fraetlonol 0 IwholesuU Size ~ 
(per cent) -,,"

2+
0 0 010 ~S 
~ ""~ 0"-\0 o-10" -;

~ < -'" Ifii< ~I~ E:."''''' ,0-,----{------·l-----'-------,--,- "" 
Per unt Per un! Pa cenJ 0.436 ____•..___________________ • ___.._<0.11'-_______ •__•••_ 13,95 2. 03 53.08 

2.6._____ •___••_ Duplicate.____••____ 14.10 2. 02 53.02 
Mean____ •____•••:_. 14.02 2. 03 53.05 :fa~ "-i:!i3- ---ii:46- --ii:024- ----7;24.374 ______________________________<0.31'-_. ___ ._______ 13. OJ 1. S9 56.. 75 

.878 ___• ________.'-_________• _~___ __5.2___________.. Duplicate..____ ._.. 13.06 1.81 56.. 56 
Mean_______________ 13. 04 1.85 55. 65 .376 1.87 .39 .021 16.93.484 _______________________________0.3,.-11L____________• 15.47 2.48 51.73 

.489 _______• ________ . _______________2.K.________ .__ Dupllcate.__________ 15. 58 2. 45 51.66 
Mean___--________ 15.52 2.47 51.69 .~7 1.66 .51 .031 10.38lp-Sp_______________ 19. i8 4.11 45.73 .692 _____• ______ ~___ •___•________._

3.9.___________ Dupllcate_______ .___ 19. 8~ 4. Jl 45.84 .694 ___________•__________________ 
Mean __________ .___ 19.80 •. 11 45. 78 .693 1.28 .73 .055 8.U1.47 _______________.•____--- ______._S,.-SOIL.__ ••••_______ 34.70 7.26 35.33 

6.9_____________ Dupllcate _______ ._. 34.69 7.22 35.40 1.47 ___..__________ ._.____________ _ 
{Mean __._.___.______ 34. 70 7.24 35.36 1.47 1.27 1.66 .130 9.61 

Frnctlon 
of whole MgO CaO LO TIO, MnO p,o, Orgsnic~~~d
soU (per matter water

cent) 

---/-----1·------------------------- 
~~~~~~~~~cenJ~_~cenJ~~~cenJ 

<0.11'-"---,-,,, 0.4R 0.60 0.22 0.19 0.48 0.31 1.(;0 4.02 23.80 
2,6._.____• Duplicate....... ',46 .62 ',20 .22 .46 .33 1.06 ________ •____•. 

Mean...... ..... .47 .61 .21 .21 .47 .32 1.06 _____._...____._ 
<0.31'-........__ .34 .35 .26 .17 .35 .16 .76 2.73 24.39 


5.2........ Duplicate. ___ ... .35 .37 .26 .15 .35 .16 .78 2.74 24.30 

Mean __________• .34. .36 .26 .16 .35 .16 • ii 2.74 24.351 , 10.s,..1,. .. '-"--- .63 .3S • OS 4.56.5i .45 .44 .85 22. 89

2.9. ______• Duplicate______ .53 .61 .43 .37 .43 • OS .86 4.56 22. 96 
Mean....__..... .52 .62 .44 .38 .43 . OS .86 4.56 22. 92 
1,...51'-___._______ .SIl .41 .74 .21 .49 .11 .87 5.80 20.40 

3.9••••__.• Duplicate..._. __ .111 .39 . i2 .16 .49 .]6 .86 5. ii 20.40 
Mean........... .90 .40 .73 .19 .49 .16 .87 5.79 20.40 
5,...SO,,______.... 1.25 .47 1.56 .29 .\13 .16 .782.51 14.35 

6.9.-- _____ Dllplicsl,'....... 1.26\ .47 1.56 .27 .91 .17 .79 2.54 14.11 
Mean.....____ .. 1.25 .4.7 1.56 .28 .92 .]7 .7S 2.53 14.23 

The analytical data presented in Table 15 are derived from the 0 3 
horizon of the same profile sample as the B2 horizon which is the source 
of the data of Tab1e 12. The data given for this horizon by Denison 
(14) are derived from the same loc~lity but from a different sample. 
It is to be observed that this Cecil soil is presumably derived from 
gneiss, whereas the soil represented by Table 14 is derived from 
micaceous schist. The sample urtder co.nsideration is the composite 
of but two or three bands of nearly white coarsely granulated ma
terial, high in sands and gravel, and containing an unusually large 
percentage of colloid at such great depth. The silica-sesquioxide, 
silica-iron oxide, and silica-alumina ratios are all abnormally low. 
The organic matter and combined water content are abnormally 
high, as is also the phosphate. The organic matter may be considered 
as limiting to some e"-.-tent the ease of dispersion. There is no regu
larity in the silica-base ratio, but the concentration of the bases as 
well as of the phosphoric acid is greatest in the finest fraction. 
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There is of course a strong inclination toassurlle that colloid 
accumulation at so great a depth in material having It pH value of less 
than 5 has been formed in place. ,It would be necessary in this case 
to assume further that the i'eldspathic decay produces aluminum 
hydroxide as a primary step, or, at least, as a secondary result, which 
keeps almost abreast of the pI imary hydrolysis. Such fonnation of 
aluminiunlh%~xid~ is highly improbable. In view, however, 
of the high content; J organic matter, which pre:Jumably must have 
been carried down, the writers prefer to assume tl;t.at both the alumina 
and the organic matter have been deposited at tills d~pth either from 
colloidal suspension or from solution as a result of the surfll.ce alkalinity 
of the feldspathic m&.terial to which attention has been strongly 
directed by Cushman (12) and others. The process may, in this case, 
be assumed to be a species of podzolization in which the iron oxide· 
may have been deposited at higher levels and the alumina carried to 
greater depths. 'Whether such a process hilS aetul1.ily occurred is 
not to be assel-ted positively, but it leads to the suspicion that the 
same type of fractionation of colloids, which results in the production 
of podzo1ic ortstein layers, may also result in the segrega tion of alumina 
at lower levels. This accords with the data on the precipitation of 
alumillium hydroAide by Blum (8). 

WATER VAPOR ABSORPTION AND HEAT OF WETTING 

In Table 16 are presented the data on the water vapor absorption 
over 3.3 per cent sulphuric acid, over 30 per cent sulphuric acid, and 
the heat of wetting of the fractions of the eight collo:(\ls examilled. 
The riltio of the amount of water absorbed over 3.3 per cent acid to 
that over 30 per cent is also given. The determillation of the water 
vapor absorption over 30 per cent sulphuric acid was made because 
it, is known, as was pointed out by Anderson (2) and Anderson and 
Mattson (4.), that even when colloids absorb approximately equal 
quantities of water from a nearly saturated atmosphere, the quantities 
may vary widely at lower humidity. 

TABLE l6.-Physical properties of fractions of colloids from various soils 

Water vapor ab· 

sorbed O\'er- Absorp-


Sam· 
 tionratio 
Heat o[pJe SoU type Size 

No. 3.3 per 30 per 3.3 per cent wetting 
cant cent 30 per cent 

H,SO. H,SO. 

Per cent Per cent Calori~..
<0.11"____••••_. _____ • '36.25 19.95 1.82 19.2 
Duplicate •• __•••_._••• 36.80 20.18 1.82 19.0lIIean. _______•__.•••__ 36.48 20.07 1.82 19.1 
0.1-0.31"._•••••__ ••• • _. 27.02 13.84 1. 95 12.6 
Dupllcate •• __._••••••_ 26.85 14.00 1.92 12. 8
'Mean______.••••_••••• 26.94 13.92 1.94 12. 7 
0.3-11"_.___ ._._____ __• 25.80 13.51 1. 91 12. 6 

4575 AmarilJo silty clay loam_ ••• _. Duplicate.._. __ ••_•••• 25.30 13.25 ].91 ]2.8
lIfean._.________ ••_••. 25.55 13.38 1.91 12.7 
1-5 ~ ••-_--------__-_~ 12. 24 6.98 1.76 6.7 
Duplicate.••••• •••.M, 12.15 6.14 1.98 6.7 
Mean ••_._••__.•••.• 12.20 6.56 1.87 5.7 
&-50 1". _.___•••-.-. - •• 2.53 1.31 1.93 1.2 
Duplicate._ ••• _____• -'1 2.55 1.28 1. gp L1
JIl caD••••_. __••___• ___ 2.54 1.30 1.96 1.2 

http:0.1-0.31
http:surfll.ce
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TABLE 16.-PhYllical properties of fractiona of colloids from various 8oils-Contd. 

~ai'n. 
pie Soli type Size 
No. 

, 

«1.1 1'••••••••__••••••• 
Duplicate•.•••••••.••. 
1>fean................. 
0.1-0.31'••••_ •••••• __• 
Duplicate............. 
Mean................. 
0.3-1 1l................. 


lUI Marshall sllt 1~1D • .'~ .••••••• 	Duplicate••••••.••_ •. 
Mean••••••••••••••..• 
1-51'•••••••••••••••••• 
Duplicate•••.••••••..• 
Mean•••••••.••.•••.•• 
s-:5O 1'................. 
Duplicate.•••••.••••.• 
Mean................. 
<0.1 " •• _ •••.•••.••••• 
Duplicate.·.••••••••••• 
Mean•••••••••••••••.. 
0.1-0.3,..•••••••.•••••• 
Duplicate•••••••••••.• 
Mean••••••••••••••.•• 
0.3-1.,..•••••••••••••••• 

4447 	 Becl:et sllt loam•••••••••••••• Duplicate••••••••••••. 
Mean................. 
1·6"•••••••••••••••••. 
DupUC!\te••••••••••••. 
.Mean................. 
s-:5O n................. 

Dup cate............. 

Mean................. 

<0;11'................. 

Duplicate••••••••••••• 

Mean••••••.•••••••.•. 

<0.3"................. 

Duplicate•••••.•••.••. 

Mean••••••••••••.•••• 

0.3-11'••_ ••••••••••••• 


l12li3 Durham sandy loam••••••••• Duplicate••••••.•••••. 

Mean••••••••••••••••• 

l-li 1'.................. 

Duplicate............. 

Mean................. 

li'-SO " ................. 

Duplicate............. 

Mean•••••••••••••_ .. 

<0.1"................. 

Duplicate..._.~"••••• 

Meau................. 

<0.3,.................. 

Dupllcate..........._. 

Meau................. 

0.3-1,.................. 


tMIl Davilbon clay loam .......... Duplicate............. 

Mean................. 

I-Ii 1'.................. 

Duplicate............. 

Mean................. 


~flcate::::::::::::: 
Me:m•••••••••••••••••
<0.1,................... 

Duplicate............. 

Mean................. 

0.1-0.3,..•••••••••••••• 

Duplicate............. 

Mean................. 

0.3-1,...•••••••••••••••• 


«174 CeclIlIIlldy clay loam.••••••• Duplicate............. 

Mean................. 

l-1i " .................. 

Duplicate............. 

Mean................. 

5-50 " ................. 

Duplicate...........,. 

Mean................. 


Water vapor ab· 
sorbed over

3.3 per 30 per 
cent centI
H,SO. H,SO. 

Per cent Per cent 
30.00 1,3.411 
31.44 12.80 
31.05 13.14 
25.80 9.18 
26.20 9.32 
26.00 ~.25 
24.58 9.55 
25;20 9.59 
24; 8\j 7.h7 
16. 2C , 11.02 
15. 59 1.15 
15. \l2 7.08 
2.35 .00 
2. 31 .99 
2.33 .97 

30.62 13. 88 
29.90 18.38 
30,26 13.53 
23.78 13.36 
24.01 13.56 
23.89 13.46 
25;02 15. 78 
24.66 15.16 
24.84 15.47 
17.61 0;76 
17.81 \1..06 
17.71 9.86 
7.49 4.17 
7.18 4.27 
7.33 4,.22 

34. 71 6.07 
34.18 5.93 
24.44 6.00 
18.19 3.39 
18.M 3.49 
18.37 3.44 
16.15 a.1l7 
15.30 3.811 
15. 72 8.78 
8.05 2.61 
8.27 2..41 
8.16 2.61 
7.02 1.81 
7.46 1.88 
7.24 1.82 

38.91 7.21 
38.99 7.27 
38.95 7.24 
311.32 7.44 
38.72 7.39 
39.02 7.42 
34.16 5.62 
33.114 5.42 
34.05 5.62 
14.32 3.44 
14. 56 3.43 
14. « 3.44 
5.05 1.44 
5.20 1.51 
5.12 L47 

35.00 5.43 
36. Ii 5.li6 
35.58 5.49 
15.13 3.36 
Iii. 59 3.27 
15. 36 3.32 
17.16 3.56 
17.64 3.08 
17.40 3.32 
9.78 3.35 
9.77 3.25 
9. is 3.30 
5.72 2.12 
5.86 2.21 
5. i9 2.17 

Absorp
tionraiio 

Heat of 
3.3 per cent wetting 
30percent 

Ct.!arIu 
2.27 14.5 
2. 45 14•.11 
2.36 14:-6 
2.81 10.ti 
2.81 11.4 
2. 81 11.1 
2.57 10.0 
2.63 9.9 
2.60 10.0 
2.31 9.5 
2.18 11.7 
2.25 9.6 
2.45 2.5 
2.33 2.8 
2. 39 2.4 
1.64 13.4 
1.62 18.11 
1.53 13.11 
1.78 17.7 
1.77 17.5 
1.78 17.6 
1.59 18.0 
1.63 18. 0 
1.61 18.0 
1.81 13.4 
1.79 13.4 
1.80 13.4 
1.80 6.6 
1.68 11.4 
1.74 tI.e. 
6..72 6.8 
6..78 6.8 
6.. 75 6.8 
5.37 3.tI 
5.32 4.1 
5.35 8.9 
4.40 3.6 
3.94 4.0 
4.17 3.8 
3.08 2..6 
3.43 2..7 
3.26 2..6 
3.88 1.5 
4.07 1. Ii 
8.117 1.5 
6.40 6.4 
6.36 6.0 
5.38 6.2 
11.29 4.1 
5.13 4.3 
11.21 4.2 
6.08 4.7 
6.26 4.6 
6.17 4.7 
4.11 3.6 
4.25 8.8 
4.18 3.1 
3. 51 1.6 
8.44 1.5 
3. 47 1.11 
6.46 . ...... _- ..---
6. SO - ..-....... ----
6.48 
4.lil ''''''"4:7 
4.77 4.6 
4.64 4.7 
4.82 _..- ... _... --_... 
5.;3 - ........ ---_.. 
5.28 ••·..··3:"42.92 
3.01 3.( 
2. 97 3.5 
2. 70 27 
2.65 2.6 
2.68 2.7 

http:0.1-0.31
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TABLE 16 . ..,...PhyBical properties offractians of colloirh/rom various soils-Contd. 

Water vapor nl>
~orbed over'- tl~~~o

Ram Heat ofpIe ,_ Scll type Site 
No. 3.3 per 30 per '3.3 per cent wettlni 

cent cent, 3(ipercent
H,SO, H,SO, 

"-~ '''--0 'blOrfu ,! 
6. 42 ,~,- Ii. 9 

Duplicate____________ 35. 90' 5. i5 6.24. /' 6.4,. 
<0.1 p--------. -------- p.,.~ I~.,. ~ 
MellJl.________________ 35. 81 5.66 6.33 6.20.1-0.31l____0 __ ._______ 21.89 3.42 6.11 3;'6, 
Duplicate_____________ 22. 90 3. i4 6.13 3.8
Mean_____________ ____ 22. 39 3. 58 6.12 3.70.3-1 p.________________ 13. 46 a.35 4.02 3.6

62iS Cecll clily lonm_____ ~_________ Duplicate_____________ 14. 29 2. 96 4.83 3.8
Mean_________________ 13. 88 3.16 4.43 ' 3.7 
1-611_-..-------------- 9.40 2. 69 3.53 2.8 
Duplicate_____________ 11.58 2. 81 3.41 2.11 
Mean_________________ 9.53 2. 75 3.47 2.95-50 ~_ ________________ 7.80 1.79 4.36 2.3 
Duplicate_____________ 7.20 L 89, a.8f' 2.6
Mean________________ 7.50 1.84 4.08 2.4
<0.1 p._________..__ :_ 14. 32 3.M 4. 05 __________ 
Dupllcate. __ ._______ H.35 3.08 4. 65 __________ 
Mean_______ ••________ 14. 34 3. 31 4.35 _________ _ 

1~<0.3 p._____ ._.________ 13 8.13 4.84 4.9,
Duplicate_____._______ 15. 80 3.28 4.82 ~3Mean_ •______•____ .___ 15. 46 3.20 4.83 ~l
0.3-1 p ____________ • ___• 13.01 3.35 3.89 ~8

112s1 Cecil clay lOaID._____________ Duplicate________ .____ 14.]0 3.77 3.74 5.BMean_____________.--- 13.56 3.56 3;81 6.61-5 p__________________ 10.22 2. 91 3.51 4. 7
Dupllcate______ _______ 10. 21 2. 84 3.00 4.(
Mean_________________ 10. 22 2. 88 lI.56 4.65-50 p_________________ 7.93 2.00 3.09 4.2'
Dupllcate_________ ~___ 8.16 2. 65 3.20 4.0'/ Mean____~____________ 8.05 2. 56 3.14 4.1 

Of the heat of wetting little need be said except that in numerical 
values the calories of heat evolved per gram are parallel with and 
nearly the same as the pere,entage of water absorbed over 30per cent 
sulphuric acid. This parallelism has already been mentioned by 
Anderson (1) and by Anderson and Mattson (4). The heat of wetting 
may, of course, be considered as a measure of the energy involved in 
the absorption process. In general, the values for all three measure
ments decrease with increasing particle size. In the BJ horizon of 
Becket silt loam, the 0.1 to 0.3 micron fraction shows somewhat 
smaller absorptive values than the fraction of larger size. It is pro~ 
able that this divergence is associated with the presence in these 
fractions of elrceptionally large amounts of orgariic matter which, 
though an excellent absorbent of water, does not necessarily have 
properties paralleling those of the inorganic materiaL A lack of 
uriiformity is alsoshoWll, though to less degree, by the Marshall sur
face soil sample, in which the organic matter is also high. 

The moisture absorption over 3.3 per cent sulphuric acid varies 
with the particle size and this fact emphasizes strongly that the 
method of Robinson (26) and of Gile et 0.1. (15) for estimation of the 
quantity of c.olloid in the soil" is at best a rough ap:proximation, 
since the absorption varies in the three colloidal fractIOns (0 t<t 1 
micron sizes) from 13.66 per centior the coarsestfractionoftheCecil 
olay loam, C. horizon, to 38.91 per eent for the finest fraction of the 
Davidson clay loam, a difference of 285 per cent of the smaller value. 
The widest difference in an individual soil is in the B horizon of the 
Cecil clay loam, where the variation is from 13.88 per cent to 35.73 
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per cent, about 260 per cent of the smnller value. Of course,' the 
variation from the approximate mean value of the weighted fractions 
is not so divergent, but it is clear that with It fine colloid the water 
vapor absorption has not the same significance as in the coarser colloid. 

It may be remarked, however, that the method of estimation of 
colloid was developed. using colloid of about O.3-micron maximum 
p.article size. If consideration is limited to the smaller fractions, the 
variation is not so great as when the 0.3io 1 micron size is included. 

That other influences than' the particlo size, i. e., the surface ex
posed, plaY'S a part in the vapor absorption is clear from the wide 
variation ill the cC)lloids of the different types. Although the size 
limits arc not necessarily an indication of exact equality of surface, 
they fire near enough to equality to preclude the possibilitv of sur
face differences being able to account for the wide differences~between 
simillll' size fractions of Davidson clay loam and the Ca horizon of 
Cecil day 10llm (No. 6281), nor for the wide difference between the 
0.1 Ilnd 0.3 micron fractions of Durham sandy loam and the lack of 
such difference between the corresponding, sizes of the Ca horizon 
(No. 6281) of Cecil clay loam. It is possible that the various com
positions of the colloids may have an indirect result in altering the 
size and porosity of the fmctions as they fire dried down in prepara
tion for the determinntions, and these diffe('ences are responsible for 
the variations observed. 

That composition probably has a most marked effect is also indi
cated by the ratio of the moisture absorbed over 3.3 per cent sulphuric 
acid and oycr 30 per cent sulphuric acid. The vapDr tensions over 
these solutions at 35° C. are, respectively, 41.36 and 31.31 mm, and 
the ratio of the water vapDr absorbed .over 3.3 per cent and 30 per 
cent acid varies from 6.33 in the O.l-micron fraction of the B horizon 
of Cecil clay lOAm (No. 6278) to 1.64 in the corresponding particlo 
size of Becket silt loam, In each colloid the ratio of moisture 
absorbed over 3.3 per cent acid to that over 30 per cent is fairly 
cpnstant in each profile, though the actual quantities of water absorbed 
v:ary widely, the widest variation for the same,soil being in Cecil 
sandy clay loam, from 6.48 to 2.68. There is a marked divergence 
between the group of soils represented by. the AmaIjllo, .1JJ).rshall, .and 
Becket soils on the one hand and the group represented by the Dur
ham, Dn"\ridson, and Cecil soils on the other. In the first group, the 
mean value for the three colloids of the low si!icn~base ratio is 2.06, 
for the .high silielt-base Tatio group of fQur samples, the. Durham, 
Davidson, Cecil sandy clay loam and Cecil clay loam (N .0.6278), is .4.67, 
and for the Ca horizon of the Cecil clay loam the mean value.of the 
ratio fOJ the thtee colloid sizes.is 3.86. The meaning .of this diver
gence is not wholly clear. It is true that the colloids in which the 
difference.in water abs.orption is most sF.lriously affected by a. change 
in humidity are th.ose in which ba.qes aTe lacking in comparison ~with 
the silica. Where the total base is low, i. e., where the silica-base 
ratio is very high, the water absorption mtio is also high. In the 
Cecil clay loam, Ca horizDn, the silica-base ratio is intermediate. 
(Tables 7'to 16.) This relationship is als.o shown when the silica-base 
ratio alters markedly with coarsening of tho fractions, e. g., compare 
the value 30.S for the silica-base ratio with 5.72, the 3.3 : 30 per cent 
aqueous vapor rntio for the O.l-micron fraction of the Durhnm soil 
with 20 and 4.17 for the. 0.3 t.o 1 micron fraction of the same colloid. 

http:difference.in
http:sizes.is
http:value.of
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Anderson (2) has shown considerable variation in the water vapor 
absorption over 30 per cent sulphuric acid by colloids where they are 
saturated with different bases. Although the variations are con
siderable, it does not appear that they will account for the ratios 
given in Table 16. Since the corresponding variations, if any, over 
3.3 per cent sulphuric acid were not determined, it is not PQssible, 
from his data, to determine to what extent ·the various bases would 
1,1lodify the observed ratips. 

Thete is a possibility that the greater absorption of water by the 
J1Inarillo, Marshall, and Becket colloid fractions at lowered humidity 
mi~ht be ascribed to the hydration of the metal cations in. the col
loidal micelles, but such an assumption is not very reasonable and 
the evidence is not adequate to support it. 

There seems no possible correlation between the 3.3 : 30 per cent 
moisture ratio and the iron oxide or alumina content of the colloids. 
The iron oxide content is relatively high in the Amltrillo, Marshall, 
and Davidson soils, in Cecil sandy clay loam, and in the B horizon of 
Cecil clay loam. It is low in the Durham soil and in the C3 horizon 
of Cecil clay loam. The silica-alumina ratio is high in the Amarillo 
and Marshall samples, moderately high in the Durham, and low in 
the Davidson and Cecil. 

It would be very interesting were it possible to correlate this 
phenomenon with the assumption of the existence in the colloids of 
alumino-silicic acids which are hydrated readily and retain their watcr 
of hydration when the humidity is low if the acid complexes are true 
clays of the montmorillonite type, and which are more easily dehy
drated if of the halloysitic and lateritic types (16). The correlation 
is shown by the Amarillo, :Marshall, and Becket samples which are 
colloids of the former type, and the Durham, Davidson, and Cecil of 
the latter types. 

Additional evidence that. the colloids of high silica-sesquio:-,.ide ratio 
retain water at low humidity is found in the work of Anderson pre
viously cited (2). The colloids examined, their silica-sesquioxide 
ratio, and the water vapor absorption are shown in Table 17, collected 
from his data. 

TABLE 17.-JVater oopor absorption variation of colloids with variation of silica
. sesquioxide ratio 

Water ab
SiUca·ses sorption 

Source of colloid quioxide per gram 
ratio over 30 per

centH.SO, 

3.88 0.171~h~O~~O~~(~~~~~~~cS~~\lf"-::::::::::::::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :1.12 .150Marshall silt loam (surface soil} ••___••_______._. __._.______• _____• _________._. _ 2. i3 .134
Sassafras silt loam (surface soil) __________' ___ •__ ......_______. ______ •___....__ __ 1.86 .101 
Norfolk fine sandy loam (sub.oil) • _____--.__ • " ___ ' •• __"..__ .....______..______• 1.60 .081
Cecillosm (subson) ____...__. __• __•____..._.......... __...____.. ~_..____....__ •• 1.22 .!H2 
Nipc clay (surface soil) ........____..._______• __......"..--.-----.............. .. .35 .054 

Also Middleton (21) has determined the wI1ter vapor absorption of 
four colloids over varying concentmtions of sulphuric acid. :[i'rom 
his tables the following data have been abstracted. (Table 18.) 
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TAlILE IS.-Water vapor abso'i"bed per gram ofCQll~ds over varying strength8 of 
8ulphuric acid ezpres8ed by weight. percentage8 in 120 hours at 3[)0 C. 

2per 3.3 Per 5 per 7.0 per 10 per 16 per ...30 per 42 perSoH typO cent cimt.i cent cent cent cent· ··c~nt cent 
-""'l.', 

.Cecil oIll~lo8m. _____•______ ..._______ 
Ncrfolk nesl\ndy loam______________ 
Clarksville slit IOllm_________________ 
Sharkeyclay____________ •___ •____ --

Gram Gram 
O. 2933 Q. 2780 
• 34191 .3358
.2958 .2845 
.4125 .3967 

Gram 
0. 2294 
.3163 
.2697 
.3552 

Gram 
0.1798 
.2981 
.25201 
.3243 

Gram 
0.1381 
•2M! 
.2363 
;2997 

Gram Gram 
0.0959 0.0446 
.1806 .0766 
.1994 .1098 
.2646 I .1805 

Gram 
0.0291 
.0462 
.0678 
.1293 

tTlmc exposed, 16S hours. 

In all cases t11e quantity of water absorbed is by no means the 
same for the four colloids at any humidity, and although it decreases 
with decrease in humidity the rate of decrease is markedly different 
in the different colloids. The ~:>utstanding differences are shown by 
the col1oid from the Oecil clay loam and that from the Sharkey clay. 
In the former, alteration between 2 per cent and 42 per cent sulphuric 
a.cid is tenfold, whereas in the latter the alteration is but threefold. 

In order to bring these differences into sharp relief parts of the 
data are segregated and the water vapor absorption ratios calcula,ted 
from them are presented in Table 19. Added to these data are the 
silica-sesquimd.de ratios of the. corresponding colloids, as given by 
Robinson and Holmes (28). The colloid samples analyzed were 
not identical vtith those used for absorption data but were extracted 
from the same soil sample. 
TABLE 19.-1Vater absorbed per gram of colloid over 3.3, 80, and 42 per cent sul

phuric acid, and the absorption ratios 

Silica-sos- 42 per cent Ratio or Ratio of3.3~8!nt 30 per cent 
Soil type qulo:dde H2S0. H,SO•. 3.3:30 3.3:42 

ratio (1651.\ours) (120 hours) (120 hours) acid acid 

Gram Gram GramCecil cIsy loam____________________ 1.34 0.27S0 0.0446 0.291 6.23 9.65Norfolk: sandy loam_______________ 1.67 .3358 .0760 .462 4. 38 7.27ClarksvlIle slIt loam___________ .. ___ 2.18 .2845 .1098 .0678 2. 59 4.18Shark:ey clay____________ ----._____ 3.23 .396.7 .1805 .1293 2.20 3.06 

It would appear, therefore, that colloids of high silica-sesquioxide 
ratio are distinctly more avid for moisture than those more completely 
weathered. That the differences of avidity shown are due to differ
ences in composition seems clear. It must be admitted, however, 
that the evidence does not adequa.tely support the assumption made 
above, though it does make it probable. Also, as will be shown, it 
is in harmony with the structures given in the general discussion. 
If this relation be justified it may be assumed further that the colloid 
characteristic which determines the retenti,on of moisture at low 
hunridity is the Same can.."le which determines the base-holding 
capacity. 

THE DIFFICULTLY EXTRACTABLE COLLOID 

As mentioned on page 8, the silts and clays obtained after ex
haustive dispersion in water or water made slightly alkaline with 
ammonia still contain quantities of material of the same general 
character as that extracted. This is demonstrable by microscopic 
examination as well as by the differences between the quantities of 
colloid obtained and the total colloid content obtained by either 
mechanical analysis or water vapor absorption. That such colloid 
may differ in character from that extracted by water and ammonia 
has been recognized. (Pp. 1 and 9.) It seemed desirable to extract 
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S()~~ of ,tlQ&material from ,the residues' so "exhaustivelY' extrsC,ie'das 
in4he . sampleastqdied'. ,'This. was acc.omplished m.·tlle 'maImer:&:nd 
,to the extent,shoWn'onpage.9 .for ~eeof:the ~silt and cl~y;ff~c;;' ..... 
'tions t. tho~eJrom:a, chernoze~ soil. <the: Amarillo), apodzol (the>
)3ecket), :anqa,lateritic soil ;(theDa.vidson}.Theseitactio~BweI'e 
theD'JredisRersed:.a.i:ldseparaWdintotwo .pst~~tthatless:·hl1an -,0.1' 
micron and that, between, 0.1. and 1 micron. 'Ti'he .analytic8.I' data 
on these samples~e~h(jwnfu Table 20., " 
.TABLE 20..:.-A-nalY8i8~liep~rate8 Jr(jm;·8-iltci.~~'Cl~1I eztracted with N/50 NaOIi . 

Mol~culilr ratio 
.~-.,..--

Frac	 ~ ..
Sam	 tion 
ple SQU.typG of Size 
No; whole 	 o~.. 

, Boil 	 00 0 
o 
OIl 

'::.1 
--1.------1--1-----1---.-.. -.-_,__..___. .-- _._ 

Per Per Per Per 
cent cenl Cilm cent 
0.3.0 1<0.,.1"••••___ 39',27Dupllcate_._ 39.48 t :.:~~: X~ :::::: ::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: , 	 Mean__ •__ •• 39.37 8.91 	 2L63 2.45 11.75 3.10. G;2M.6;76'

:4675 AuiarlUo sUty clay

loam. ' .711 0..1/,"1,,_...._ 46.94 


Dnplicate_._ 47.00 U~ l~: g~ :::::: ::'::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::
Mean______ 46. 97 7.05 	 19.30. ,3.41 19.35 4.14.214 7.2:1 

•M 1<0..1"_____._" 15. 20• Dupllcate___ 15. 24 ~g;~ l[~ :::::: ::::::: :::::: :::::: :~::::'
Mean_______ 15.22 16. 19 15. 80. .99 2. 50 1.64' •656 ,4.63 


4447 BeclJ:er. sUt loam ___ _ 

~16.34 	 18. n ___.._.____________ .___ _______.60 	 G.lp-JJI______ 27. M 

Dupllcate___ 27.73 
Mean_______ 27.69 19:i: ft~' TM- '"4:52' 'i--60' '~.575- 'Ti:i: 

24.31 •____ • _._. ___ ._._________ ._.___
.18 1<0..1"••••--- 29.24 24.53 _..___ ._...___ ______•___ ._.__ •.

19.42 
~Dupllcate___ 29. 32 19.40 

19;41 	 24. 42 1. 35 4. 0.112. 00 • li09 13; 12 
28.90 _______________•___ •____ • _____ _«40 	 Dav1~_cla;loam.. :::~~~~~~~:: 12. 68.81 

Duplicate •• _ 35. 48 12.64 28.63 _____ ••_____••.__ •••••_•• ____._ 
MeaD'•.••_•• 35.50 12. 66 28. 76 1.64 7.46 2. 10. .282 24.73 

Fmc-
Or·Bam· tlon Com·


pJe SoU type of Size MgO CaO KJO Na,O TfO, MDO PIO, ganlc blned,
mat·No. whole water.terSllU 
-------'-

Per Per Per Per Per Per Per Per 
ctm ctnl ctnl ctnl cem ctnl cem cent Per rent 
0.30 	 1.32 L73 0.43 o.M 0.23 0.33 123.04 . 

Duplicate._ 2.27 1.32 .57 .21 .31 123.08Mean_.____ --~43'2.23 	 1.32 1.73 .00 .22 .32 123.06 
~575 	 Amarillo sUty clay r"'----

2.19 

loam. .75 	 0..11'"1"._••_ 1.73 1.10 3.08 .48 1.30 .26 ;21 11.05 7.M
Duplicate •• 1.76 1.06 3.08 .48 1.30. .27 ;22 11.06 7.16Mean__••_. 1.74 	 1.08' 3.08 .48 1.30. .27 .22 11.06 7;00' 

.M .74 1.18 1.32 3.17 1.09 .19 .49 36.M 8.28
Dupllcate._ .96 1.16 ,1 •. 30. 3.20 1.03 .17 .48 36.90 S;W __••__M~an .85 1.17 1.31 3.18 1.06 .18 .48 36.72 8;1~, 


4447 Becket sUt loam .••_ 
 f"""--
" .60 	 0..11'"1"••__• 1.53 1.00 2.06 1.33 1.15 .21 .31 20.96 8.81

Duplicate •• 1.68 1.63 2.10. 1.36 1.13 .2l .33 20.80. 8.71MesD._____ 1.60. 	 1.59 2.08. 1.34 1.14 .21 .32 20.88 8.76 

.18 .85 .72 .30 1.11 :99 .17 •. 32 1,22:24
Duplicate.. .85 .72 .99 .17 .32 121;84,
Mean.._~._ .85 .72 .30. Tii- .99 .17 .32 122.04 

'4441) r'~----Dnv1d5.on clayloam. 0..11'"1"•••__.61 .52 	 .24 .01 .70. 1.65 .27 .17 118.69 
Duplicate.. .40 .37 .69 .75 1.61 .25 .22 118.69Mean____ •• .46 .30 .68 .75, 1.63 .26 .20 118.69 

I IlIDltloD loss, organic matter, and ~omblDed water Dot determined separately. 
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.Thes~m..Gre difficul:tlyextractablecolloids.differmatenaIlY.irom thG 
,collol9.i;I .ob,tained .i.n ;tb.eWlual maniler, :as may be .obFj~ed ~y ·com:.;. 
parison '.of thetlata mT.able20 with the 'oorri$p.ondingdataf.orthe 
same soils as found in, Tables 7, 10; and 11. In.order to facilitate their 
comparison the .tWeemajor· constituents are recalculated iforthe 
<O.l-mlcronfraction.on ;the ihasis.of lOOper cen.t and. brough.t together 
in,Table~l. . . . 

TABLE .21.-The major .constituenta of the <O.1-~icronfractiQns .ofthenorma'land 
. . ,diffi~Ztly ,.C$trllctable colloids 

£ercentage 
Boil typo Colloid of .whole .silica Iron odde Alumina 

soil 

Percent .Per tent Per.ctTll Per·cent 
19.1 ·6L80 10.39 '27•.81 

.3 56.16 12.72 31.10' 

.6 . 32.65 28.16 39.22 

.55 
1'- 9 ~N~ '34;27 

·18.49 
33.46 
38.35 

.18 40.Q7 .26. 61 33.32: 

:I'hatsome Alteration in the relative quantities of these major .colloid 
constituents mayha~ebeen.produced as a result .of :s.oluti.o~.of,silica. 
and alUmina by the s.odium hydroxide used .as adiSpersing.~imt is 
possible, .and that it does occur is·shownin the examination .of the, 
dispen-'t;lg solution.:rep.orted in·:the data given on the Becket sample in 
T·able24, but it is not believea to be sufficiently great to produce'the
.f)iteration .ofcomposition shown in Table .21. . 

The extent >8lldcharacter of the ,differences in :compoSitionmay .be· 
brought into still greater relief by expressing them as given in. 
Table 22. 

TABL'E 22;-Differ:ential percentage80j '.'he .major constituents in normal and .diffi~· 
cultly C$tractablecoUoids , 

[Pata from Tabla 21] 

Silica, . IrOn oxiae, ;AJiinUna, 
percentage 	 percentage ,perceJltage 

cho.nge 	 change change' 

Amarillo slltY.claylo&m___________________________________________ -5.62 	 +2.33 
+6.11

Becket silt lOBIn_______________•__•__•_______________________ 
Dllvidson clay IOljDl_______________--________________ <_,___c______ -.as 

-3..09 	 +8.12 

It'will be observed th~t in alJ..thesesamples :the iron-oxide content. 
{lfthe diffi.cu]-j;lYextractable colloid is greater' than that \oftb;e' nor
mally axtrn.pted materi.!!.L .In·allthreesamples there isa sma.ller 
silica content. .In the Amal'illd.sample theaJ,umina is greater,and 
in .the J3ecket and DaYidson samples it issmaller~ The change in. 
relatiy.e iron oxil;le-alumina ,content is ,also.indicated by the greatly 
increased numerical vallleof these ratios,though :the alteration is less 
marked, as should be· expected, in the Am~rillocolloid_Two \explana-· 
trons of these differences may be considered: It is possible ,that the 
sodium-hydroxide dispersing agent brings into suspension .in the finest. 
colloid iracti.on larger amounts ·of material present in the soil .as 
concretionary material higher in iron oxide content than is the body 
of the colloid_ .If t.his be the casei it must .also be granted that in 
the,Amarillo sample this concretionary material is likewise ric.her in 
ahnmna. 

http:iracti.on
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N"lt'is ,also posSihle'thatth'e.difficliltlydispersable materl~ is,',fortne 
most part; the 'film 'of colloid :adhering firmly to' the'quartz' 'or ,other 
unilecompoliled'niineral P.e:rticles: ;If tpls,be ,th.ecil.S~, thedifferenpal 
percent9g~ ch~esh.0ula,be.:,greatesp;.~·,the ~~1 which has been sub
;J~ted tq:thelhoremtense"wea;thermg; ,conditions. futhe s8JIlples 
'linderconSideration, the' AniRrillo·hat;;aufl'eted 'the least ;and the' 
Davidsonthegieatestalteration.. :TJle intenSity;of:)Veatherlng of 
these soils is ,undoubtedlyin'1;hiSiordel~;';' It ,must:b~,confessed, :how~ 
ever, tha;t '!the 'present data are inadequateto<deeidewmcheXplana;. 
tionisbetter, or wnether ,both 'andnv.alid. Theicolloids coarser than 
O~Lmicroi:tshowthe.,same character, of divergence :fromthe more 
easily :extracted 'material· :blit Inot ito .80' .marked ,degree, In ,au three 
colloids.hlightly- higher, EiilicaLsesquioxiae and, :silica-a.l~a.. ratios 
!ndica~ethe.exlS~,ce of '~l.~olyze~~eral par?~leslo! ~f quartz 
~ the'coarser coll~>1d8'tand !fl.t ~e· ~ssun.:t~;~batl,the '!1'On-ox;tae:co~tent 
lS.:(reefromcombmationWlth Silica, 'tlie silicR:-:alumma ,ratlosmdicate 
mo~tmorillonitic~lay in the .Amari)lo colloid, some admixture. of 
mQntmorillonitic .cl~y in the J~ecket, ,~a. halloySitic . clay :in the 
Davidso,n; ,'(~ge ·G:eneraJ. Discussion.). " . .,. 

The ;r~ativ.e':quantityof t.b.edifficU1tlYextract~ble'colloidis much 
,greater in'the colloid·ot,Becket.&il.tloanltbmi in .that oftbe other 
'two:soils. ". That this differenCe isdne ,to the :influence' of tneorganic 
niatw :is withQllt: .question.: It' is, prop able ..that, ;the iIifiuence is 
exertedthrou~h the,ce-menting.effect of iili~"l.limiicaCid" xatheftllan: 
throughchenucal conibmation with tllttD:on oiiq.~componeJlt. .M,S. 
Anderson, of this btirea.u,has'.acciluiiillti.tEid data: ~s yet. Unpublished, 
tending to .showthatferrous iron is .capableof.directconihination 
With hu.nllcacid,but,th~t femcoxidei,anot. The cementing organic 
mat~may, howe~er,bea~sociatedwith baseB~ particUlarlY wi~ 
calclUm ~d magnl'lSlUm. It is therefore .suggesteClthat under hunud 
conditions,' organic ferrous compounds ,are leached from thebleicberde 
and deposited in intimate ·mixture, instead of in chemical combina
tion, in theortstein layer as ferric hydroxide and humic acid. The 
ferric hydroxide is, of. course, partly dehydrated, and the hUmic acid 
is, in part, associated. with bases. Thismixture..may .beassumedto 
.be more ·effectively dispersed by sodium hydroxide of thehydrogen~ 
i9n concentrationemployedfin, th8s~cond dispersion because of the 
increased solubility of the humic acid. 1'hat ,considerable organic 
matter is dissolved isBb.own ,and Will Dl)commented. ,on more fully 
!ater,. Th.at orgap!.c .matter in th~ soil maybe .alarge factor inpnit-:
mg'tJhedisJ?,ersability of the coll91d matenal an~theeffect ,of higher. 
.pH v~ues.18 ,also sho~ by the mcreas~d . orgR1¥ccon,tent u~to 'and 
:lIlcluding the day fraction ·of the . .Amarillo colloId, as snownm Table 
8. The quantity of the difficultly extractable colloid obtained from 
this sample was insufficient to allow the determination of the organic 
matter in it, but the ignition loss indicates beyond question the still 
greater organic content of the finer·fractionsoftbis material. ' The 
Davidson colloid ,shows the same. effect of the sodium hydroxide used 
in the extraction process in increasing .the organic content of the 
difficultly dispersa.ble colloid. 

It was.to have been expected thatthe'use'ofsodiumhydroxide'asa 
dispersing agent woUld tnodify the basecoI1tentpf'iihe difficultly dis
persa;blecoll6i!l ~ :two'. ·W'ays. :. ~herew:?uld :be. more eXf?hangea:ble
bases 'brought mtoaqueous solutIon, particularly when, as Itt the case 
of the .Amarillo sample, only water wRsusedin the first .extraction. 
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The acid hydrogen (exchangeable hydrogen) .shouldbe more com
pletely neutralized by the .strongerhase. and the sodium salts of the 
colloid would be more stable than when ammonia of a smaller' pH 
value was employed, as in the Becket.and Davidson samples. These 
expectations are Justified by the event. Note the relatively.immensely 
greater increase of sodium content of the Becket. and. Davidson col
loids, as compared with the increase in the Amarillo. The e..-q>lana:
tion is obvious. The absorption ·of lthe sodium iF.: due inbu.t small part 
to exchange of bases (as .indicated by the small quantity of exchange
able bases found in the extract). (Table 24.) The chief cause is .the 
direct neutralization of the soil acids by the sodium :hydroxide. 
Since the sodium salts of the orga.nic materialare:soluble.in wa.ter, it 
is to be presumed that the sodium is held by the inorganic acids. 

WATER VAPOR ABSORPTION OF THE DIf;..'ICULTLY EXTRACTABLE 
. COllOID 

In Table 23 are given the percentage quantities of the water 'Vapor 
absorption over 3.3 per cent sulphuric acid and over 30 per cent 

\~ 	 sulphuric acid, and the ratio of these values. In the difficultly extra.ct
abl~ colloid of the Amarillo sample the percentage 'values are ,materi
ally lower than for the corresponding size fractions. given in Table 16; 
indeed, 50 per cent lower in the coarser materinl, which differs very 
strikingly from the finer fraction. At the same time, the a.bsorption 
ratio is higher. This decrease in water absorption is at the same time 
accompa.nied with an increase 'in the percentage of organic matter~ 
(Tables 10 and 20.) 

TABLE 23.-PhysicaZ properti~ oj d{fficuUly extractable colloid . 
Water vapor.absorbed 

Ab~tion,o\·er 'm 0Sample SoU type Size
No. 3.3perccnt 

3.3 per cent 30 percent 30 per cell~
H.SO, RISO, 

PeT cem PeT .em 
29.85 11.45 2..61Dupllcatec________ 29.71 11.62 '2.564575:'_•.________ 	 !.felUl..__________ 29.81 U53 2.59Amadll~ silty clay loam_______ r"~----'O.l,...ftc----------- 12. 53 6.45 2.30 

Dup cate--------- 12.65. .5.36 2.35MelUl.. ___________ 
12. 59 5.41, 2.33 

1 

.32.61 14.50 :U5
Dup lcate______ 31.82 14. 20 2. 24«47___________ 	 Mean____________Becket silt IOaDL _____________ 	 32.22 U.35 ,2.25r:n---~---0.1,...1,,____________ 25.73 ILIa 2.31DupUcate ________ MeaD..___________ 25.M ILlS 2.30 

.25~ 69 11.14 2.31 

32.20 6.61 4.83DupUcate.._____ 3I.M 0.56 4.82:Mean_____________
4440__________1Davidson clay loaDL_~_____ 	 31.92 6.61 4.83r"'---- 23.23 11.45 6.79O·lp-ftc·----------Dup cate ________ 23.14 3.15 7.35Mean__________ 23.111 3.30 '1.07 

In the case of the Becket colloid the difficultly extractable colloid 
differs much less from the easily .extracta.ble colloid in the absorption 
of vapor, .and indeed, the values are somewhat greater in the former 
for the absorption over 3.3 per cent acid. (Table 16.) At the sarna 
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time, the organic content of the two fractions of the difficultly; e?diract

able colloid differ from ,each other by t~e difference between 36.72 

per cent for the finer· material and :20~96percent for the 'coarser 

colloid" and in silica.,alumina ratio .by the difference between 1.64 

and 2.60. Theorganic.contentor the nner fraction is3;per cent 

greater than in the corresponding sizeofthereaslily ·.extractable 

material (Tables 20 and 10) and is nearly 5 per cent less than in the 

most!learly comparable coarser .fraction. The. absorption ratio is 

essentially the same forboth.fractions, butmatenally higher than for 

the more readily 6."{tractable colloid. (Table 16.), . 


In the Amarillo colloid th~~~entage ~bsorption values over 3.3 

per cent sulphuric acid ~are s . . ly lower than for comparable size 

fractions of the. more readily extractable colloid and differ more sharply 

from each other. For the 30 per '<}ent acid the water vapor absorbed 

is .also sharply different, and,as compared with the more readily ex

tractable colloid, the finer fractions are nearly alike and the coarser 

fractions differ markedly. The number of samples is not .sufficient 

to permit the drawing of extended conclusions, but it is important 

to note that the same relationship of the absorption ratio holds with 

difficultly dispersable colloid, as was noted in the more readily dis

persable, viz, the absor,etionratio is more than twice as great for the 

colloids of the montmorillonitic type (see general discussion). Again, 

it would appear that a plausible explan!\.'t1on is found in the greater 

stability of the hydrated fonn of the more complex aluminous acidoid . 

.As a general observation, based on the limited evidence available, it 

may be said that although the difficultly dispersed· colloid$ .differ in 

many detailed respects from those more readily dispersed, yet in 

general character the two forms are very similar. It ,:is also clear 

from the data that the acidoid complexes in the three colloids are of 

different types. 


THE PASTEUR-CHAMBERLAND FILTRATE 

In the extraction of the colloids, especially when the addition of 
" 

ammonia. is required to prod'Uceapproximate neutrality of the dis.. 
persing agent, the filtrate through the Pasteur-Chamberland filters 
(grade F) sometimes shows evidence of the solution of the material, 
both in the color of the filtrate ,a:p.d ina more or less marked opal
escence. That this material is in part colloidal is also evident through 

J the Tyndall effect. In this series of. extractions, th.e depth of color 

gf the filtrate of the Becket silt loam was especially marked, both 

with the readily and the difficultly dispersed colloid. Tht13e filtrates 

were therefore collected and evaporated to dryness on .a steam bath. 

The filtrates from the extraction with ammoniaJ ,,#h a maximum. of 

8.5 pH, amounted to 40 gall0llE!and the dry ~es!'du~ w~hed 8.8 g 

or 0.44 per cent of the whole, soil. The analYSlS,18 given m the £rat 

three lines of Table 24. The residue consists of more than 50 per 

cent organic matter and about 25 per cent moisture. Since the factor •
I 

1.724 is by no means accurate (5)r the organic matter. and combined 

water are not accurately differentiated, but the total quantity,losB

on-ignition, is accurate. Therefore, only about 2 g of ignited 'in

organic material were carried through the filters in treating 2 kg of 

the soil. This inorganic material is shown by the analyses to have 

a considerably~her silica-s.es.quioxilJ,e,ratiQ and a somewhat high~ 

silica-alumina ratio than the colloid. (Table 10)J but the differenc~
. . 
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are suprisingly small. It.may bs assumed that, some extremely finely 
divided.siliea., produced by hydrolysis of ammonium silicate, may 
have found its way into this residue, hut if so, the quantity was ex~ 
tremely small. The necessary conclusion is that the extremely finely 
divided ,colloid is essentially the same as that. constituting the hulk of 
the finely divided .material. The high base content of the ignited 
residue is without doubt· an indication of the natur() of. the' organic 
matter· removed, i. e., that in part it consists of salts ·of humic acid. 
It must be kept in mind that this filtr.ate; w.as fr6mma.terial dispersed 
with ammonia. . 

T-Al!LE24.-AnalY8es oj residues Jrom wash water .0J the Beckel soil, No. 4447 

. 	 !>1olec\lllU' ratio 

Fraction .of 	 0 i80nrce 'of material 	 whole&oD 
(per DBIlt) -.;~ ~i

0.0 
0 ;0 .~~ wg0 lJ lJ o-~" o~ o~ QW It/:W r.. ~ r.. ~- i" Eo< ------ .. --

Pe p.,. p.,. 
em! ctnt cent .._......_.Resldue trum 40 gallons of wash r44.•••••••• 6.58 1.33 ......-	 ...--3.89 ..,",,,, 

.. ..---_...... 
water 10 which the colloid W!18 dL... Duplicate••• 6.411 L37 3.88 --.....---Mean_'_____persed at pH 8.5 with NH.OH. 6.& 1.35 3.89 '2.33 . 13.1 2.86 0.219 1.37· 

Part of the resld:w from the wash rwater frOm dispersion to pH 
10.~1l with NaOH which pre. a ,.00 2.40 31.12 3.66 ,1.8 3.84 .005 1. 75 
cJpltates with HOI at pH 5.5, -------
and wnshed 01 free. 

Part of llltrate from the above rwhich did not precipitate with 
N/20 HOI, but after 19u1tioll ,to 28 2. 74 ,.07 12.02 .a.~ 113..0 .354 .0003 .574 
dull redness all the salts solublo 
1n hot water were removed; . . 

Soluble salts from the above of 
which more than 90 per cent had :0 0 0beer, added 10 the successive 	 ------ -----~ -...----- ------- .._---
treatments. 10.5gramsobtl!ioed. r~--------

Fraction of Or- Oom-
Source of material whole soil' MgO OaO KtO MaoO TiO, MIlO 1',0. gan1c bloed 

(per cent) matter water 

Per Per Per p.,. p.,. pt"f Pa Per Per 
Ctnt ' em! cem' ctnt Ctnt ' Ctnt ' Ctllt' em!Residue from 40 plloDS of 	 unt 

.2.55 ;2.09 4-,f5 0.15 Trace_ ,0.43 53.10 23.80w1I5h water .1n which the 	 __.do___Dupllcate__ ~ .44 2.53 2.03 4.39 .12 :'a9 51.70 21:.17MeBll_____ 	 __do___colloid W!18 dispersed at t~------ 0.48 

.·46 2.54 2.06 4.42 .If '.41 52.40 U:49pH 8.5 with NH.OH. 

Part of the JeS!due 1rom 


the wash water from dis- '. 
~rsIOD to pHI0.Hl with 2.17 .56 ' .zr .00 .16 tt84 14.16aOB which precipitates 	 ----...--- -----tD-_--with HOI at pH 5.5, and 

wll5hed Cl free., , ' 


Part of llltrste· from the· 
above which did 110t pre. 
cJpltate with N/20 HOil L78 L57 .fff 28.89 .m ----..--- --_..._- 20.88 3L03hut after ignition to du 
redness allthe saltssoluble 

Iohotwaterwereremoved. 
r----

Soluble salts from the above t. 52..______•of which more ~ 90 per 
cent bad been added 10 0 2.43 L38 48.95 0 0 1.45---_...._- -----
the sucoossive treatmenw. 
10.5 grams obtained. 

, 

The aqueous filtrate from the extra.ction of the silt. and clay residues 
at a pH value of 10.5 to 11 with sodium hydroxide was particuls-rly 
higblycolored, arid its e'v:a.porated;;residue was expected. toi consist 
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almost wbolly of sodium humate. The residue amounted to 18:6g 
of material dried at .105° C. This 'was rediSpersed with a. smallquan
tity of watcrand brought to a pH of 5.S by addition of N/20 HO!'. 
This susp,ension was' allowed to stand for 48 hours:and waS filtered ana 
washed until free from chloiine. The dried insoluble material was then 
analyzed. The analysis is given in the fourth line of Table·24. The 
material lost 56 percent of· its' weight on ignition, and the organio 
material is approximately 421>er cent of the whole. This colloid has 
a low silica content hut has ahighsilica~sesquioxide and silica-alumina 
ratio. The suspicion is raised that the greater part of both the silica 
and alumina is derived from reaction of the sodium liydroxide, used 
in the e."Ctraction, withsilic~c 'acid and aluminium hydroxide existing 
in the silt and clay or produced by hydrolysis in the process of extrac
tiott.This suspicion obtains';added color from the data diScussed in 
the ne."Ct :paragraph. In aIiycasethe quantity of .such material, if 
it exi;;ts, must be extremely small; since a pajot of this .material must 
certainly be nor;mal but extremely finely diVIded collOld. 

The filtra,te from the material just described was evaporated to 
dryness, and, after the carbon content of the residue was determined, 
it was ignited at. low heat. 'The ignited residue was washed until free 
from chlorides, and analyzed. The analysis is shown in the fifth line 
of Table 24. It will be observed that the ignition loss is about 52 per 
cent, and the analysis indicates that the nonvolatile residueprobablv 
is essentially a mi"Cture of sodium silicate, sodium aluminate, and the 
sodium and other salts of humic acid. The washings from this t; 

\ 

material were evaporated and analyzed. The analysis shows the 
residue to be, as was e:xpected' the chlorides of sodium,calcium, and 
potassium. 

The examination of the materials which pass' through the Pasteur
Chamberland filters in the case of the Becket silt loam shows that, 
except for removlill of organic matter, the loss of material is. extremely 
slight. That this is in part normal. colloid, with addition of small 
amounts of other material, is indicated. The aqueous extracts from 
the other colloids were not examined, since it was not belk,,>'ed that the 
results obtained would' pay for the labor expended. . 

GENERAL DISCU~SION 

The data obtained during this study, taken in conjunction with 
other data, obtained from a study of the s~e or closely related soils 
and published ~lsewhere (3, 13, 23), warrant a' certal11 lUllountof 
general dis~ussion concerning the natllIe of soil colloids. It has 
already; been brought out by Byers and Anderson (10) that the soil 
colloids of the great soil groups~ as established. by the soil survey, 
represent various stages of a progressive degrada,tion of SQil material. 
This degradation is the result of hydrolytic action on th~ soil minerals 
and on their primary and secondary lroducts. The degree of hy
drolysis, as has been repeatedly pointe. out, is governed by a number 
of agencies. Chief among these are rainfall, temperature, and the 
character of soil vegetation. Only to a relatively minor degree k;the 
character of the product determined by the character of the primary 
material. The conclusion that-the soil material is of minor importance 
in determining the character of the soil colloid may be more or less' 
illusory. As estimated by Clarke (11), the igneous rocks are approxi
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mately 60 per cent feldspars, the remaining igneous material being 
quartz, 12 per cent; hornblende and pyroxene, 16.8 per cent; mica, 
3.6 per cent; and but. 7.9 per cent accessory minerals. It may be 
then, since hornblende and mica are so frequently associated With 
feldspars and quartz in granite and similar rocks, that directly or 
indirectly toe soils all have, as far as their primary mineral source is 
concerned, an essentially common origin. It would follow, therefore, 
that their immediately antecedent mineral source would be of less 
moment than the other soil-forming inftuences in determining their 
character. . 

It is assumed that the hydrolysis follows the same course, whether 
the minerals are ferruginous or aluminous silicates, when they are of 
the same type,but that in general the hydrolysis proceeds at a slower 
rate under like conditions for th~ alummo silicates. It may further 
be assumed that since, to a very great extent, in the silicate minerals 
which contain iron it is in the ferrous state, the behavior of this 
element in the primary hydrolysis will be analogous to that of n~ag
nesium and calcium J,:ather than to that of aluminum. If these 
assumptions are correct it should follow' that the soil colloids produced 
by hydrolysis should differ from each other chiefly With respect to 
the extent of the hydrolytic action which has occurred and to the 
extent of transfer of the resultant materials, which in turn Will depend 
on the character of the products. The study of the composition of 
the colloids of soils representative of the great soil groups (10) .reveals 
the fact that there are three general types: Colloids which are essen
tially alumino silicates of high Eilica-alumina ratio and correspon.d in 
general character to the colloid of montmorillonite: colloids which 
are essentially of the general type of halloysite with a silica-alumina 
ratio of approximately 2; and those in which the dominant colloid 
consists essentially of a m~'{ture o! the hydroxide of aluminum, more 
or less dehydrated, and of Iron made, more or less hydrated. Tn the 
colloids the quantity of ferric oxide may be very variable. The 
probable existence of these colloid types is strongly supported by 
recent publications by Hendricks and Fry (16), Kelley, Dore, and 
Brown (19), and Baver and Scarseth (1). 

It must be kept in mind that not only the hydrolytic products of 
minerals themselves are subject to further hydrolysis, but that they 
are both acidic and basic at the same time, i. e., amphoteric, as recently 
emphasized by Mattson (20). They are therefore associated with 
varying amounts and to varying degrees 'with both basic and acidic 
ions. The character of a given colloid is also profoundly influenced 
by the basic, and more especially by the acidic radicals derived from 
the organic debris accumulated in the soil. With the foregoing facts 
and assumptions in mind, the character and relationships of the soil 
colloids ma.y, perhaps, be made clearer by presenting a set of purely 
hypothetical reactions based on structural formulas of minerals and 
designed to show the probable results of hydrolysis! 

The simplest of the numerous structural formulas which have been 
proposed for orthoclase is that given below and the general character 
of hydrolytic action first to be e)..-pected is shown in equation 1. 

• :In suggesting these structural fonnulas It is emphasized that no direct experimental evldenoe for them is 
available. They are desliOled ouly t<l present a pictlIre of the sort of changes which, If they occur., would 
account· for thc colloid relationships actuall)' found. It is scarcely necessary, perhaps, to add tbat they
have no spatin! SI~'Iliflcanoe but express chemJcal relationships only. 
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O=8i-O-K 	 Q=Si-OH

'6 	 o I 
1·0 	 I~ 

+2H~KOR+ ~iVAIOH~i<~~ 
o -"AI 	 o 
I / 	 I 

0=8i-0· O=Si-OH 
Orthoclase Montmorillonitic 

acid 

If this reaction takes place as indic. ated the product called mont
morillonitic acid should have a ml!..-IDnunt silica-alumina ratio of 6 and 
should bean amphoteric substance. No such pure compound has 
be~n prepared ;and in view of th~ ~own behaVIor of the polysilicic 
aCIds It could not be expected to eXISt ill nature. The nearest approach 
to it is probably the montmorillonite reported by Ross and Shannon 
(29) in which. the silica-sesqUioxide ratio is 5.26. This material is 
not free from iron and. yet so far as the original mineral contains fer
ric iron as a repiacement of the aluminium, it may be expected to 
function in like manner. .so fa,r as, the iron present.in the original 
material from which the ~olloid is derived is ferrous iron, it may be 
eA~ected to behave as indica~din the hypothetical equation for the 
hydrolysis of hornblende. (Equation ~.) . 

2. 

Incase ferrous hydroxide is produced its further course may vary 
in detail, but eventually it appears in the soil colloid as ferric oxide 
or one of its hy,drated forms. 

If montInorillonitic acid or its acld salts be subjected to further 
decomposition by hydrolysis the change may be postulatoo. tQ take 
place as shown in equation 3. 

3. 	 OR 
./

O=Sl 

'oR 

OR 
./

0==81 

"oR 
Montmorl1lonitic' acid Halloysitic acid and metasilicic acid 

• lnhornblende, augite; and many similar minerals. the ferrous Iron Is PreIeIlt as a salt of inetaslUclc 
acid. The following statement is taken from Miers (!~) and Is In point. .. Groth following Zambonlni, 
makes hornblende (llke BlJ\l"ite) B mixture of CBMg,(SIO')1 With (MgFe") (AI Fe,1 'l» (0). (10 pargasite),
with tha addluon In black hornblende DC (Fe'" AI)I (810.),." 
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The mixture· resulting from the assumed hydrolysis has', .if thesilicic acid is not removed by leaching, the same silica-alumina, ratioas the montmoriHonitic material but if completely freed from silicic <)acid the residue, (\Ialled halloysitic acid, has the silica-alumina ratio ofkaolinitic clay: If it has th~ assigned forinula it differs hom the mineral kaolinite by its water content. The distinction may be shown byequation 4. . 

4. RO 0 no 0
, 	'\..S·/ "'AlOR '\.. / '\...

/ I'\.. / Si AlOHno 0 ,if, : - /'\.. /
. ~ ... "0 0 +HaO .

RO 0 -+ " 0 
I 

'\../'\.. 	 ,,/'\..Si AlOR Si AIOH
/'\../ RO/'\../RO 0 0

Halloysitic acid' Kaolinite 

That f,uch a reaction may occur, even in the presenoo of water, is
quite in harmony \\ith the occurrence of many reactions of like type
in the case of carbon compounds, ahd which must be assumed to fake
place with the silicic acids to account satisfactorily for the existence of
salts of the polysilicic acids in .minerals. This noncrystalline material
is assumed to be the actual "colloidal clay" of highly matured soils
which are not laterites:' It loses a part of its water readily on heating,
as should be e:\-pected if it has·the structure indicated. It is never
theless a very stable compound, as shown by the fact-that it does not
lose all its water' component until heated above 5509 0. Its stability
is also indicated by the enormous quantities of it existing in nature.
The corresponding iron compound, nontronite, appears to b'e'much less
resistant to change.

It must not be assumed, however, that the halloysitic acid is notsubject to further change. The same type of reaction which hasoccurred as indicated above may be expected to continue with theresults as ~dicated in equation 5. 

5. RO 0 	 HO OR
'\.../ '\...AI H '\.../SI 0 +2R20-+ SI +Al(OH)a/'\../

HO 0 	 RO
7'\..

OR
If this hych:olytic step is followed by leaching of the orthosilicicacid from the material, or its conversion to secondary quartz; we havethe last stage of soil forma.tion. The residual material is a true laterite,a dead soil, consisting essentially of the hydroxide of aluminum, whichdoes not dehydrate readily, and of ferric hydroxide, which does dehydrate readily, ~ven in the presence of water, and which in warm ordry areas may become almost completely "hS':Q1atitized/' Completelaterization and removal of silica is not common, and even in tropicalareas the hydrolysis of the halloysitic acid must be considered asexceedin~ly slow. The normal soil for tropical regions ought thereforeto contam varying quantities of the halloysitic acidoid complex. 
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Itwould then appear, if the writers' speculationsnre correct, that 
the progressive hydrolysis of minerals should produce three types of 
colloids which ma.y be distinguished by the terms montmorillonitic, 
halloysitic, and lateritic. It must be kept in mind thAt this hydrolysis 
is progressive and that therefore any soil sample (exllept, perhaps, the 
completely weathered laterite) may have present at thz same time 
colloid of all three types and yet one be dominant and be the character
istic form. Besides quartz, the soil may contain undecomposed 
complex minerals which are subject to hydrolysis, hydrated slowly 
decomposing mineral matter .such as mica, hydrated silica, and such 
minor mineral particles as may have constituted the rock which formed 
the parent material. Which of ,the colloids are present to a domi
nant degree will be determined by the extent of the weathering that 
has occurred. The soil-forming processes being very slow, the situa
tion at anyone period of time will be that presented by ,a system in 
equilibrium even though the reactions are ,actually in progress. It 
is therefore a psuedoequilibrium. The situation is comparable with a 
series of almost infinitely slow moving pictures and the progress of 
the action may not be followed in anyone soil; it can only be followed 
by comparing pictures of different soils representing different stages 
of the process.. 

It also follows from the assumptions made that the amphoteric 
substances comprising the essential colloid complexes of the normal 
soils of the Temperate Zone should always contain both basic and 
acidic radicals derived from the hydrolytic processes on the minerals 
themselves 01; from adjacent mineral bodies and carried through the 
colloids by percolating waters. These" adsorbed" materials may . 
be considered as held by true chemical combination with the colloids. 
This assumption in no way contradicts the assumption that col
loid composition and behavior may also be modified by "surface 
phenomena. " 

The passa~e of water through the soil may occur either essentially 
in a perpendicular direction or in a direction roughly parallel with the 
surface. In the former case all materials brought. into true solution 
or colloidal suspension are subject to possible redeposition at gre&ter 
depths or to complete removal in drainage waters. In the. latter 
case ordinary erosion occurs, and what happens to the ,suspended 
material does not concern the ~oil at lower levels, though It may 
profoundly affect the soil situation in areas where the eroded material 
may be deposited. The character of the eluviation by percolating 
waters will not only be affected by the rate at which it passes but by 
the eharacter of the material through which it passes before reaching 
the soil proper. Carbon dioxide absorbed from the air (or possibly 
other acids from polluted air such as air polluted by smelter or other 
smoke) or from organic matter, and the organic acids, whether- of the 
humic acid or other types, probably are materials having a very great 
effect on the soil. In the case of soils developing in areas where the 
rainfall is insufficient to produce percolation to the depth of the normal 
water table, no removal of soluble or of colloid material from the pro
file occurs. Through eluviation and illuviation, alteration of the 
distribution of colloid within the profile does occur,as is indicated by 
the zone of accumulation in the chernozem soils. This may be 
presumed to occur through solution, as calcium bicarbonate, and its 
redeposition as carbonate at the mean maximum depth of water 
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penetration. Thedry periods following rains do not return the calcium 
carbonate toward the surface to the same extent as is the case with 
salts such as the carbonates, sulphates, and chlorides of magnesium, 
sodium, and potassium. 'Vhere percolating water reaches the water 
table or moves in considerable volume in a horizontal direction, 
complete removal of soluble or colloidal material from th~ soil pro
file may take place. 

These elementary considerations may now be applied to the soils 
examined and reported on in this bulletin. Neither in the profile 
nor in the colloid fractions in the Amarillo silt loam is there found 
any material alteration of composition. The chief difference in the 
profile lies in the quantity of colloid in the different horizons. It is 
least in the A horizon (23.9 per cent) and greatest in the next lower 
stratum. It is difficult to escape the conclusion that the part of the 
colloid not formed in place has moved downward as a whole.1i There 
is evidence of alteration of the relative amounts of iron oxide and alu
mina, as shown bl the iron oxide-alumina ratio both for the profile (3) 
and in the fractIons. (Table 7.) This may be taken to indicate 
the presence of some free iron oxide in the colloid. There is also 
some increase in the silica-sesquioxide ratio of the coarsest colloid. 
This may be taken as evidence of the presence of free quartz in this 
fraction. The free quartz is abundantly evident in the clay and silt 
fractions. The colloid seems to conform closely to the composition 
of the montmorillonitic type of colloid. This is confirmed by the 
X-ray examination (16). The same type of colloid is present in the 
Colby silt loam from Kansas re.p,orted by Middleton, Slater, and 
Byers (23), and in the Barnes silt loam from South Dakota (14) 
reported by Denison. 

The Marshall silt loam, from Nebraska, is not a pedocal soil but 
is developed under grass cover with sufficient rainfall to produce 
percolation through the profile and prevent calcium carbonate ac.. 
cumulation. Otherwise the soil is essentially of the chernozem type. 
Its colloid is rich in bases, though not saturated. The colloid anal
yses of the profile, so far as determined, show essential constancy of 
composition. To a minor degree the iron oxide-alumina ratios of 
the A and B horizons show 8. slight concentration of iron oxide in the 
B horizon, yet in view of the increased concentration of colloid in the 
B horizon the colloid transported downward must have been trans
ported as a whole. The same condition is shown by the fractions of 
the colloid from the surface layer. (Table 8.) This composition 
is essentially the same, with slightly greater indication of Hpodzoli
zation" as indicated by the changes of the iron oxide-alumina ratios. 
The X-ray photographs (16) indicate It colloid of the montmoril
lonitictype. The silica-alumina ratios indicate the same type. 
Similar colloids exist in the profile of the Marshall silt loam from Iowa 
and in the profiles of Shelby silt loam, Houston clay, and Palouse 
silt loam reported by Middleton, Slater, and Byers (23). The evi
dence so far accumulated therefore shows the prairie soils to contain 
colloids which have not yet been weathered to the degree corre
sponding to the products indicated in equation 3 but are intermediate 
between that condition and the one shown in equation 1. 

• It Is to be recognir.ed that withmovements or sou water, particularly In areas or limited ralnran,tmns
location orsoil material may be either downward or upward through the soli profile (10), with consequent
alteration of colloid content. The pIllnt emphasiJ.ed· here Is that whatever translocation has QCCtirred 
has not altered the character or the colloid to B marked d~. 
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Turning to the soils of thepodzol t:ype there is founds strikingly 
different situation both in the pr~file and in ,the colloid fractions. 
In the Becket silt loam profile the inorganic colloid. increases from 
0.9 per cent in. the surface layer to 5.8 per cent in the BI and 5.5 per 
cent in the. B2 horizons, and the analytIcal data show marked diver
gences. (3) The soil is developed under heavyrainfall at low annual 
mean temperature snd in the presence of the debris of coniferous 
forests. The organic matter is carried in large relative quantity to 
considerable depths< The pH values are extremely low (3). The 
iron oxide-alumma ratios (3) indicate very great alteration in passing 
from the upper to the lower horizons. The silica-sesquioxide ratios 
for the HI and 132 horizons indicate an apparently lateritic stage of 
degradation. Even the silica-alumina ratios of the BI and B2 hori
zons do not reach those required for the montmorillonitic colloid. 
The X-ray examination, nevertheless, indicates the colloid to be of 
this type (16). The fractions of the colloid (TaBle 9) also show 
marked divergences in composition, and the finest fraction shows the 
highest iron-oxide content. The. evidence of the nonhomogeneity 
of the colloid is very convincing and, in contrast with the·chemozem 
and prairie colloids, indicates that the colloid is fractionated in. being 
transported from higher to lower levels. The 'base content indicates 
the probable 'presence in the colloid of some unhydrolyzed mineral. 
The same general relations are also shown by the tabulated data for 
the podzol soil colloids of the Su.perior fine sandy loam from Wisconsin 
and the Emmet fine sandy loam from Michigan, and ",1th the pod
zolic soils of the Miami and the Leonardtown series. It may then 
be assumed that in the podzol soils the first stage of hydrolysis of 
soil minerals is represented by the alumino silicate and a part of the 
iron content (equation 1), and that with this stage of hydrolysis 8 

large part of the iron-oxide content is derivi:ld from either the hydrol
ysis of ferrous minerals (equation 2) or arisp,s as a result. of the final 
hydrolysis of ferruginous clay. (Equation 5.) 

When the group of red and yellow soils represented by the five 
samples examined is considered, a very interest.ing difference is 
found between the B horizons,as represented by the Davidson clay 
loam and Cecil clay loam, and the lower strata of the Durham sandy 
loam, Cecil clay loam, and Cecil sandy clayloam. In these sOlls, devel
oped under deciduous forest cover and high temperature and moisture 
conditions, no such wide contrast is found between the A and B 
horizons (3, 10, 14-) as in the podzols, yet the differences are quite 
distinct and in the same directlOn. The silica-s.l!squioxide ratios are 
less than 2, but the silica-alumina ratios approach closely those re'..; 
quired for a colloid of the hallvositic type. (Equation 3.) In the 
colloid fractions there is a distInct segregation of iron ,oxide in the 
frnel" fractions and a close approach to the proper silica-alumina. ratio 
for clay of the kaolinitic type. The debris of the deciduous forests 
may produce organic colloid of a less acid type, or the Irigh tempera
ture with alternating dry periods may be responsible for a less com
plete removal of the iron content of the surface soils as compared 
with the podzols. This incomplete removal' of the laterized iron 
content does not prevent the almost complete Temoval of the bases 
from the hypothetical halloysitic acid 'which is, as indicated by the 
work of Baver and Scarseth (7), a less active acid than that charac
terizing the colloids of the chernozem, prairie, and podzol soil types. 
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The lower degree' of hydration of,· these colloids at lower humidity 
(Table 6) also indicates that the acid is less stable than tire acids of 
the less welltheredsoils. 

The general relations shown by the two Cecil soils are in harmony 
with the data presented on a series, of soil profiles of the Cecil series, 
as well as with the data on, the' Chester series presented by Holmes 
and Edgington (17). When the deep-lying strata of these lateritic 
soils are considered the quantity of colloid is found to be less than in 
the strata higher in the profile, and they also have a lower iron-oxide 
content (10). Also, in the fractions. of these colloids, small, though 
distinct, se~regation of iron oxide occurs in the finer fractions. In 
the Durhnm sandy loam sample, there is. little evidence in the 0 3 
horizon (Table 13) of the existence of free aluminum hydroxide either 
in the silica-alumina ratio or in the. quantity of combined water. 
The same statement holds for the deep sample. of Cecil sandy clay 
loam. (Table 14.) In the deep stratum of the Cecil clay loam sample 
(Table 15), on the contrary, there is segregation of iron oxide in the 
finer colloid fractions, even though the total iron content is small. 
The extraordinarily low silica-alumina ratio and ·the high water con
tent indicate either a segregation of alumina or an abnormal local 
situation. If the former, it would appear possible that a true or 
colloidal solution of an alumino-organic complex, aluminum humate, 
has been carried to a point where the surfaces of the weathering 
feldspars furnish a pH value sufficiently high to induce flocculation. 
Proof of this statement is admittedly lacking. 

In conclusion it should be stated frankly that the writers are quite 
aware that the above discussion is, in part, not new, and that !!lso, 
in part, the data presented in the bulletin itself are not adequate to 
furnish sufficient basis for the assuriJ.ptions made. It is believed 
that the comprehensive view, as stated, is warranted by the body 
of soil colloid data and that the views expressed furnish a basis of 
correlation of available information which lends itself to the organ
ization of future work. It is further recognized that the statements 
given are not so fully buttressed by facts as they might be if it. were 
not desirable to make the outline extremely brief. . 

SUMMARY 

The results of an analytical ~tJldy of eight soil samples derived 
from seven different profiles are presented.. . 

The samples were fractionated and five fractions analyzed. The 
fractions were thet'/ilt (5 to 50 microns), clay (Ito 5 microns), and 
three colloidal ~es--finer than O.lmicroIi, 0.1 to 0.3, micron, and 0.3 
to 1 micron. The dispersion of the colloids was effe~ted by water 
and, in some instances, with ammonium hydroxide at !t maximum 
pH of 8.7. '. ' ' , . . 

The silt and clay fractions of three of the sampfes were further 
dispersed with sodium-hydroxide solution B..t a maximum pH of 11; 

The samples included a chernozem, a prairie, a podzol, and three 
lateritic soils, and from these samples the writers deduce the exist
ence of colloids of three distinct types. . ~ 

The fractions of the colloids of the chernozein and of the prairie 
soils show marked similarity in composition and properties within 
the range of colloidal size. This is interpreted as indicatin~ the 
persence of a definite and predominating type of colloidal aeia. 
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Fractions of the podzol' colloid :are chara.~terized by: marked varia;.. 
tiQn}n: c~~~~a1 ,C9mpQ~tjQ.l\.~4ica,~~~e~~#~~bf, 8:, natuial 
fractionation procet;!swhic11I!i m operation. m tliesojls:of .this group. 
The inference is draWll that the podzol colloid is a miXture of at least 
t\vosubstti.n,eesj ir{jnQxid~·and·th~' acidoid complexcharac.te:t!istie of 
the· chernozem soils. ". ,., 1 ,. .,'. ". ;.. ...• 

Th~, jra,cti<:>ns ()f tpe la.tE}I;i~c..CQUojqs,stll~~d 'shoW;': d~finiw. dift~r
encesm composition but:riot so' marked. aa,m the ..podzols. These 
differences,· when considered along with the profile data _published 
els~wh;~rE?' areint~rp);'~t~d ~ ~.dica.~e th~ existen~~'o!,~ colloid com

plex .different from that found m thecheflilQz.em, pril.lrle, and podzol 

colloIds. . .' ii _- .; : • ','.: .,
'0 ,l 

: C~rtain C{jlloidsd~rived from: soil parent material at 'considerable 
dElptlll(~liow marked' peculia!ities . of' c?m~i:>~ti'o:riJ .ll:Pd.the data lead 
to the mference. that the collOIdal matenaJ.Is m part camed down/from 
high~ levels and .in part !ormedin .pl~ce. r:t:h~: presen.c.e· iIi theBel 

COllOIds of completely latenzed' matenalls'also inferred. , 
,Th,e water. ,vap0I: f!,bsorptiop ovel; ~~~ per cent snlphurica,~id' ana 

over 30 per cent imlphuric"acid;(l.Il(~ th,e:heat of wetting Of the soil 
fractions were also determined. Variations in water vapor absorp
tion betw~enthe ,size frac~ions of' individU:f!lsoils were very marked, 
as was also the variationbet~een.corre,,!pondings6ilfractions. From,. 
these values and the.rkti~·of the yapor abs?rbed over:3:3,PElr. c~Ilt~d 0 

30';per\centsulphunc'aCId,,' the inference . IS, drawn' .that water vapor 
absorption carl not be ascribed, to"sUrfacehlone',but is'l!1so depen,deAt 
on, ch~IUit!ll ~oJP.1?Qsition., _", :;~ .:' ." "; , , •. . 

The study of the udifficQl,tly,extra~te~:! <lono~d'~owf3 it't<fbe of the 
sarne general character as that more eaSily extracted,. though· there 
are marked differences. The fractions are also more divergent in 
composition than is the case with the more readily di.sp~rsedlll.a,terial. 

The examination of the filtrates obtained in.. the extraction of the 
colloid from one of the samples indicates that the dissolved. material 
is largely orga,nic lllatter,the inorgahlc material being less :,than OJ] 
percent of the whole soil iuid essentially of the I!ame composition . as 
the fine colloid. -". - ; . 

The general ,discussion of the data, together.; with data :assembled 
previously, presents a theoretical outline of the'origin and nature of 
soil colloids whfchthe writers believe to be in 'harmony with the facts , 
presented. 'According to thisoutliil.e, tlle soil~ll()~d8 represent pro- ' 
wessi~estages ofdegra~a~ion ?f complex,silica.tes ,t~ro~~1;t hy~olysiSt 
m which are to be distiIlgmshed the m()ntmorillomtic aCId and. 
4f\lloysiti9 aci<l;sta~es and t:Q.e :\iIlalor liJ,teriticstage... The two hypb': 
thetical acids are both ampl1oteric. The colloids themselves conBls:/i 
of the partly neutralized salts of these acids and contain both acidiQ.' 
and basic radicals, . together 'with organic colloid. The lateritic col';' 
loids possess c::iIily very . limited . base'-holdingcapacity., Since the 
process of soil formation iscontiriuous, no single colloi~ caJ);. be ex
pected to ,contain one colloid component only, but in each colloid one 
component inay 'be e:xpectedto domfuate; The behavior of the soil 
will be i.Il general harmony ;with the chellrlcal properties of its 'dow
nl;Ultcpnoid, mo,d,ifieq by the prEls,ence of pt4~ti,compon:ents so far as 
they occur. ". '" ',;; . " ~' 

" :,' 

" . 
,. ", ... ~ '". 0-., 
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